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From the Inside:

Getting
Down to
Business
BY AMY PASSAKEni

Ihtitmt
After whal fell like the most dit
ticult semester of their lives, thBY TIM CHAPMAN

Iht tmit
At about ±:'SO in the morning last Friday, an unlikely figure toted a ratty old broom and dustpan through the V.I.P.
lounge of the Rorktnwn Bar and Grill.
With his hulking 6-foot-2, 240-pound-frame, Lov^H
pears a bit out of place with the cleaning materials. I*t ir»
just another "perk" to being the head of security ,it Harrisonburg's hottest spot on Thursday nights.
"It's peaceful now at least," JMU senior Drew I.oy says
after releasing a long sigh. "Cleanup takes awhile, hut it feels
like nothing compared to dealing with the people."
The people, JMU students, age 21 or older, have left what
many still refer to as 11 ighlawn." in a cesspool of Bud Light
and sfgarerte butts. Hie swamp stretches from the outside
patio through the dining room and into the concert room.
It's not the most relaxing way to wind down alter a sixplua-hour shift, but the bearded Berryville, Va. native looks
considerably less mired by the chaos than he did a little over
an hour ago at closing time.
"He was just so stressed at the end of the night, he just
looked like he wanted to die," .said Dylan Kendall .1 classmate and fellow bouncer. "You know that nice he makes
when his beard iust takes over his mouth and you can't see
it anymore."
Kendall 1 h iracterized Un-'s expression as "agony" when the
two were guiding masses of intoxicated patrons out of the club.
"I was stressed out loo," Kendall said "But you looked
over at Drew and you could feel all better again. You know
it's much worse for him."
lay escaped the night with no major drama, but a week
earlier his crew drew the ire of guests after a melee broke
out, outside of the club.
In fact, so irritated were some patrons that they submitted a dart in the April 14 issue of The Breeze, accusing
bouncers of "[throw ingl out patrons, [following] then into
the parking lot and try lo pick lights " The dart didn't specifically refer to Rocktown, but some students implied that
it did reter to the previous Thursday night's activity they
heard about
"And I mean the thing is the people
whoever put the
dart in The Arrive - didn't see that from both sidi
id. "They didn't see what happened in here.*
MlOUIKill.ptfii

■ansaaal
JMU swwi ond mixed rnortiol mli fighter Drew toy hos hod lo siole bode on his trmnmg oiler lotting cm 01 the hood ol snurity ot loddom Bar and Grill toy previously worked ot Die Pub, where he got his Don.
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members of Key Free Security ean
walk away with a sense of ■ccoru
plishment. a prestigious a Ward and
most notably. $6,ooo.
This team ofsh business mtjoi
won the sixth annual ('()B {on Bud
ness Plan Competition. Sponsored
by JMU's College of Business and
the Executive Ad\isor> Council, tin
competition provides an opportu
nit\ to win more than $25,000 in
scholarships between each of th
top live teams. Nearly 150 poesfl>l
teams, from over three Mm
can be nominated or submit their
own proposals for review.
"The head judge stalled for whal
seemed like forever before he an
nounced the second place team and
1 looked around dazed and confused
to my parents who were in alien
dance." junior Amanda HahVn
said.
This meant that without having
to hear il, the remaining team knew
they were the winners.
Key Free Security took first pltc
winning $6,000 as a leain. mean
ing $l,ooo each. The sludenN pti
sented a business plan involving the
sale and installation of biometric
fingerprint locks for doorwa\ sin the
Detroit area. Team members Include
juniors Shannon Ca\anaugh. Am.in
da Halbert, Lindsay Sayre. Heathei
Smith. Andrew Stearns and I anil
Volvo.
"People could see the value '
could create for Ihe cusl< miei
said. "One (venture capitalist) aver
said he'd buy it."
Originally the team was gom.
to market (lie locks to umveisiti
and dorm buildings, but changed
its focus to homes and apartment
According to Sayre, they fell the Da
troit area was a good place to foru
on considering its reputation as a
dangerous city.
"What made [the project) special
was because they would install it a
well as (havingl a 24-hour hotline,
Sayre said.
The factor that helped Kev J- r ■ ■
Security succeed the most was n
ahilitv and willingness to work as a
team
"I have tohoiiesth sa\ that I \\ •

Together When it Actually Mattered
'Novelty Team' places second in
three day Army competition
BY ASHTOM SMITH

Ihtlntn

vhalBHMhOfO

Me) Gf«g So* (front) and brother Jeff, a 7001 JMU grwtuole ploctd
ttcond in Hie Bert Ranger (ompeftlw. despite not training togethe*

The day began with a buddy run while wearing nnhbUV equipment and carrying a gun The trek was three
■Ml .1 half miles to reach an obstacle course There MM
I |0MU waiting for participants to climb and then haul a
60-pound backpack. After scaling down the other side,
course requirements included chin-ups. monkey nets
and barbed wire fences.
Finally, there was a sprint lo a pond for a half-mile
swim to an awaiting helicopter that Hew then t<> •> drop
zone. Teams jumped out of the planes with their paraCtantM and had to coordinate lauding in .1 20-fool Vlfcle
circle before running to the next evenl
After landing, the teams went to a machine gun
range and then I rifle and pistol range, which they called

SGA Pro-Tern Elected
Junior Tomrm HInestein was elected speaker protein .11 Tiicsiiin s S(,\ meeting Itluestein defeated
two candidates, sophomores Sarah Pineres and John

Scan
Blncstein will hold tin- posltloO until next Fall
when the Senate will re convene to have allothei \ole
that will deride who vvill IK- the pcniuiunt speaker of
the Senate.
Hie Wle was taken aftei senators debated either for
or against the candidates Then there was a standing

a stress sh<xtt. 'Ihe point is to raise the shooter's heartIteat so that it is harder to aim at the moving targets.
After thai there was a simulated causality that showed a
tank gelling hit by a roadside bomb and the teams had
to use the materials around them to build a device to
earn the wounded on. l-isll\, there was a 16-mile nwd
march, with each penoil carrying 55 pounds on his or
her back. And that was just da> one.
Maj. Greg Soule. assistant professor ol military sciana ami his biothei .let!. | aooi .IMU graduate, placed
second in thi' 35th annual l>a\id K. (Jrange. .Ir Best
Ranger (.'01111 M-tition at Fort Kenning. da. over the week-

«od
"There were uK teams ami u dropped out because of
heal stroke, and one gu> had a heart altack." Greg said.
The two brother! n pies.rated JMlTl ROTC in the
grueling three-day competition that tested the participants physically and meuialK.
"We had some cuts and bruises, but nothing major."
Soule slid "We wen- severely dehydrated, but it's nothing

The Man Beneath the 'Fro
IV BtlTTAN. HUE
(•eMbvfni writer

|Q seconds. the\ re his biggest tails

It's 12:38 in the morning, and "You Give Love
a Bad Name" is blaring through the strikers while
cameras (lash 111 and out ol nn peripheral vfata
As Ron .lovi's ever-popular song blares, the -o
plus people on the bus take notice and for the next

vole todeeiile the winner

After ihe speaker was decided, the new President
Larson Thane, vice President of Administrative
Affairs Dan Stana anil Vice President of Student
Allans tandace Avalos wen iwon in lo their
positions. This was the first n linn with the new
2008-2009 staff.
Class council positions were also voted on; to see a
list of ihe winners visit -qajmu.edu.

■ from ttqff reportt

*e BtOTHERS, ptge 7

mi GWUTWV******, iimiei 1
Wesriey Kein has be<omi me of tiSt more popular but driven.

Along with (he music, laughter and obscenities
ring through the 35-foot-long space. The scene
may not look like a typical workday, but fat one of
our tellow I hikes it s iust another day on the job.
Tin- studious among you may know him as just
a guy in WHIT marketing | ItM
Bui toi those ot ran who enjoy your weekends
especialb the social hours lietween 10 p.m. and
3 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays
you probably
think ol him u the the guy with the afro.'
And then there are thou? of you who actually
know him as VVoatJej Kern, .IMU student, senior
marketing major and llarrisonburg Department
Public Trans|Kirtation bus driver.
Working Ix-tween 37 to 43 hours per week,
Kern, who has earned quite the reputation on
fHIBflU beeaOM 0J his Friday night 'fro, spends
mam ol his e\ening hours transporting students
and llarrisonburg residents to and from their
desned destinations,
VM

DRIVfR. ptge 1

worried about being put in I I
people I didn't know originally, but !
can tell you I was truly blessed with
the group." H albert said
Members are randomly sell t tt
to a group and forced to coonlmai
schedules and juggle opposing pel
sonalities OVff an entire seniestei
Being able to allocate jobs and corn
promise problems can be chaOen
ing
Each team member had (lie on
portunity lo nominate an MVP, m
received extra scholarship nioue\
According lo Sayre, their coach, w h< 1
helps evaluate their progiv
the semester. WM impressed thai

her team unanimouslv voted hi 1 fot
the position l'he\ all wen- like m,
name all at one time. BayreaakL
It wasn't enough to BUnph know
their business plan extremely well
Being organized and fix-used on
the final product was just as signiti
cant.
"I don't think it was ao much th
idea,' Cavanaugh said. "I think il
was how we presented il and how H
sold our idea."
Ironically, Cavanaugh admit
the team received a "( on one 1 1
the stages in their project, hut sa\
that as a result "motivation was i<
ally high."
JMU COB alumni and husi
ness executives share the role
evaluating the teams presentation
md avan form a relationship with
participants afterward to aid in job
searches and referent
"I can say they reallv bnpri
me. We can vouch for them.' said
Don Rainey. EAC member and com
petJDOn coordinator.
Rainey helped lo set up ihe pro
gram, after experinh'ntal compel 1
tions were run in 1999 by organi/in
with olher Executive Ad\isory Conn
cil members for both promotion an I
financial support Scholarship none
varies each >rar depending on dona
tions received, but according to Ri 1111
many people have asserted that tin \
will continue to support Ihe coinjietit ion financially as long as it exists.
"They believe in the students ami
the faculty and they believe in what
they're doing," Raine> said
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tmmimflkWim
Senior Pierce Hodges won the Red Bull First Person contest. He will be performing extreme stunts
with the official Red Bull othleles. See page three for the lull story.

Who! do you love about JMU?

Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
bree/.eartsOigmail.com

Kditor:
Tan Chapman
(540) 568-6749
I'ditori" thebrcc/.c.oiu
chapmatpflj Rinail.com

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
b lesportsti Rmail.eom

Advertising
Department:
(540) 568-6127
News Desk:

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinion w gniail.com
Photo/Uraphics:
In rivcphoto(o hotmail.com
graphics^ lbcbreeze.org

(540)568-8OJI

breeze news(« Rinail.com

Ad Designers:
1 indsev Andrews
Ariel Park
Joanna Cobb
Jessica Schnhz
Siuiiimtlia DeMott

MAILING ADDRESS:
Thr Hiww
Gi Antlumv Sfcgt-r Hall
HSC68ofi
James Madison ublvartfo
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Phonr: (540) 5W*-6U7
Fax:(S4n)SoH-A7nf<

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified:
— Go to wuw.rAebree2r.urtf and click on the classified link Of conic into the office weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
— Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed classified.
$10 per column inch.
— Deadlines: noon Fridaj fbl Mood*) Issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in 77ic Breeze office.

J)fleef the ^Teezerg!
Here are the faces behind Page II
and the Sudokus and crosswords!

Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and
local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and
firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisanburg
community. Comments and complaints should be addressed toTim Chapman,

editor.
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Results of the online poll:
What are your plans for the summer?

I'll be staying in Harrisonburg -40
Colleen McCarron

Amy Passaretti

(cnlrenllf, Vo

Vetnon. N.J

"The people I've met and

"My friends who have
made it my second home,
despite a hard year of
adjustment."

the relationships I've
formed. They've given me
some great memories."

The Honors Program would like to recognize the following
2007-08 National Scholarship Applicants

I'm going home to work/intern - 79
I'm studying abroad or taking classes -17
I have no plans yet; I'm not sure -12

J

Total votes: 148

TEMPORARIESNOW
We place people first

Rhodes Scholarship
Sara I unsford

Freeman-Asia Scholarship
Adarn I urpcntci

I ullinjjht Scholarship
Jeffrey Allen
\inlrc v Stone

Carnegie Junior Fellows Program
Samier Mansur
\ln had Zanchelli

Iruman Scholarship
Sean l.owry

Udall Scholarship
Ryan Powanda

(jiir.iaii Scholarship
W.ilm Williams

Jaek Kent Coolce Scholarship
Dana I-okitis
.

Goldwater Scholarship
Idem. I Lai i iv
K.H In I Mutnick
Rebect i Walmslei

GASKINS I

search
group

The Permanent Placement Experts

Now Hiring
For Jobs ONLY in the Northern Virginia Suburbs of Washington, DC

We have Perm, Temp-to-Perm
and Temporary positions for:
Customer Service w/Secret Clearance
Administrative Assistants
Executive Assistants
DeskTop Publishers
Security Processors
Data Entry Experts
Graphics Experts
Receptionists
Clerks
Please send your resume as a MS Word attachment, put
"GMU" in the Subject Line & your first available
work date in the body of the email & send to:
Results@TemporariesNow.com
Northern Virginia's Premier Permanent & Temporary Placement Experts
7700 Little River Turnpike. Suite 300. Annandale. VA 22003
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Editor: Ashton Smith
Editor: Erik londers
breezenews@gmail.com
(540) 568-8041
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Python Poses for Picture with Jimmy
QUO facre
§ Albino Burmese I\thons
is the fourth largest breed
ofsnake
§ Montev eats 6 lbs. to
8 lbs. of chicken wings a
month
§ 20-year lite expectancy
§ 14 feet. 130 lbs. Hillygrown

When two JMU seniors decided
to show off their pet snake Montey,
some were surprised at how they decided to do it or why having a 12-foot
snake is a good idea.
"I figured it would just be a chill
pet to have," Mike French said.
"Three years and 60 pounds later,
here he is."
26-year-old French lives with
Frank Sowa, 25, and has raised the
snake for three years since he bought
it as a baby.
"He's really good with people, he
likes being held," French said. "Low
cost, low maintenance. It's a good
pet."
French explained that the snake
eats only every five to six weeks and
eats chicken wings for protein. He
also gets calcium because he swallows the bones.
Sowa was not expecting French to
bring home such a unique pet, but he
was excited about having something
different.
"I was ready. 1 thought it was a
great idea but I didn't realize we had

to breed mice in our apartment,"
Sowa said. "By the end of that year,
he had wiped out our mouse population. He was eating 13 mice at a time
once a week a year ago."
French casually added that the
snake has "graduated to drumsticks"
and that they would never go back to
mice because they are just an "appetlict to htm."
As far as how the picture with the
James Madison statue was taken, the
guys decided to try something that
no one has really seen before with a
pet that most people had never seen
before.
"When we came up, there was a girl
and her parents sitting there and she
was telling them how people do crazy
things at the statue," French said.
So the guys decided to add one
more thing to the list. They wrapped
the python around the statue and
captured one of the most unique
pictures with the James Madison
statue.
- from staff reports

tmwm/timimit
Mike French, (left), and Frank Son, (right) show off Montey, their 17-foot Albino Burmese
python, that they nan rantd since it was a baby The snoke is 60 pounds right now, but will
reach around 130 pounds by the time it is done growing.

Senior Charges to Top of National Red Bull Competition
the top 10 finalists by a panel of
judges. Two JMU students were
among the chosen: Hodges and
freshman Natalie Duda.
Running around with Red
It was then open for other
Bull in his shoes, intense snow- people to vote. With a combiboarding, using Red Bull as gas nation of the voting results and
for his Jeep and mountain bik- the committee's favorite viding, are just some of the few eos, the top five winners were
things that senior Pierce Hodges ch'is.-n.
did in his video to show Red Bull
"It's pretty wild. I'll be at
that he has what it takes to be work and at school and have
Red Bull's First Person.
random people walk up to me
Hodges was one of five win- and say, Hey! You're the Red
ners of First Person contest, Bull video guy," Hodges said.
which gives students the op- "It took a little time to sink in
portunity to live the life of a Red that I had won a national comBull athlete. Red Bull has many petition, but I'm really pumped
athletes, from skateboarders to up for whatever lies ahead."
surfers to BMX racers, who do
Hodges heard about the conintense stunts, all while promot
test at a JMU Boarderline Club
ing Red Bull.
meeting.
This contest was open to col"I came up with the concept
lege students all over the country. [for the videol randomly one night
To enter, students had to create before felling asleep," Hodges said.
a one-minute video telling Red "I shot the video in one day over
Bull why they think they should
be Red Bull's First Person. The
. IfDItHL. p*(*4
videos were narrowed down to

BY AIM£E HUYHH
contributing writer

CtfOUtf WrV/ftfl
Senior fierce Hodges, the winner of the Red lull first Person contest, shows off
some of his BMX mows os he prepares for becoming one of Red Bull's new athletes

Dancing Dukettes
JMU Dance Team Finishes Sixth in Nationals
BY Will THISOELL

IhtltHH
Wearing black vests adorned
with rhinestones, intricate up-dos
in their hair, and glitter on their
eyelids and lips, the 14 Dukettes
began their dance with an explosion. One girl flew into the air
as the jazz musk filled the stage
before an audience of 30,000.
They continued to spring through
the first segment to showcase their
flexibility with leg lifts, jumps and
a turn sequence.
The teams energy stayed high
as they switched into the pom and
hip-hop portions, featuring hands
in fists with angled arms and then
fluid moves low to the ground.
On April ll.theDukettesdance
team placed sixth at the National
Dance Alliance's CoUege National
I'h.mipionship in Daytona, Ha.
"Sixth place was a big deal,"

sophomore dancer Lauren
Hensel said. "Watching the other
teams during the semifinals,
1 was like, T just don't know.'
Dancing is very subjective so you
never know what the judges will
say."
The team received a partially
paid bid to attend the competition after participating in the
NDA summer camp with hundreds of other dance teams,
where they placed second within Division I. They placed fifth
out of 20 teams during semifinals, and advanced to compete
among 10 teams during finals.
In 200:1, the Dukettes placed
fifth at Nationals, but none of the
current members, mostly freshmen and sophomores, had been
to the competition More.
Their two-and-a-half minute
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W^IChina Express!
Chinese Restaurant
1031 Port Republic Road

ie Best Value Combo

next to Food Lion

Dishes come with
vegetable Lo Main
Spring Roll
8 Ox. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:

Free Delivery
Late Night

$10.00 Minimum - Limited Area

(540) 568- 9899

Wonlon. Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour

SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC17BeefvvithBroccoi
SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24Seasame Chicken
SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

Only

£g 95

r

Sun Thu until l am
&Fri- Sat until 2 am

Monthly Specials

FREE Cheese Wonton (6)

Menu & Map found on

GoLookOn.com
Try out Chef Specials $7.45

I w/ the Purchase of 2 Super Combos
or a Purchase $15 or more
n;y TpnjiQri this 3d when c/Krnc ^^LBH**"QD H
K^,'

RED BULL: Exci,etl About Next phose

'

'

KEO Mill, from p««« 3
of my contest as were my family and friends,"
Spring Break. It involved enlisting the help of Duda said. "I am definitely considering particimy best friends, John Neumann and Jeremy pating again next year."
Tehlewitz, and several cans of Red Bull."
The next phase of being Red Bull's First PerHodges' video showed him pouring Red son involves a case and a phone they muat keep
Bull in his gas tank to help get him to his on them at all times.
destination faster. He poured Red Bull on
"The case also contained some instructions
his bicycle chain, and then he jumped stairs and a couple cans of Red Bull," Hodges said. "I
and jumped obstacle courses showing that have to keep the phone on 24/7. As soon as they
Red Bull can "giev you wings." Finally, he call me I have 48 hours to get to the airport,
put Red Bull in his shoes to make him run packed for cold, warm and wet conditions."
faster, scale walls and run home. He sits with
The entire ordeal will be unexpected and a
his friends and realizes thai he left his car in secret until after the winners have completed
(he woods.
the training.
The other winners pulled off other stunts
"They'll be put through some unbelievable
like snowboarding down a snowless mountain in training by our athletes," said the Red Bull
Arizona and claiming Red Bull gave people "the First Person Web site. "That means Pastrana
force" to move and change things at will.
could be (raining them how to navigate a rally
Duda, who has been doing motocross for six car track, or Brian Vickers showing them how
years, heard about the contest at a Madison Mo- to push it Ihrough Turn 3. What they do or
torsports meeting.
where they will go as First Person will remain a
"When I heard that 1 might have the oppor- mystery up until the last minute."
tunity to meet my idol, Travis Pastrana, I had to
Although unsure as to what he will end up
do it," she said.
doing, Hodges says he's up for anything Red
Although Duda was not one of the five win- Bull throws at him.
ners, she made it far in the contest, finishing as
"I'm really excited about the next phase,"
ninner-up out of 70 video entries
he said. "I just hope I'm done with finals and
"Madison Motorsports was a huge supporter graduation before they call me."

FREE 2008 Calendar with Purchase

DANCE: Styles of Jazz, Pom and
Hip-Hop in Dukettes' Routine

Sure, you could work retail this summer
But you won't make up to

$13/hr

DANCE, from pp 3

routine had lo contain three distinct dance
styles: jazz, pom and hip-hop.
Coach Suzanne Trow, a former Dukette
and professional dancer, said that hip-hop is
a constantly changing style of dance that the
team does not use throughout the year.
"Hip-hop is about the rhythm and finding
your own groove in your body," Trow said.
"So trying to morph that into a team routine
is difficult.'
"With a dance team, everyone has to
look the same," sophomore Samantha Johnson
said. "You can look good alone, but if you
don't look good together, then it doesn't
work. We used a video camera to help us
practice so we could watch our movements
and sec if they matched."
The judges focused on 15 categories,
including difficulty level, formation and
unity. Trow said the Dukettes were proud of
also receiving a perfect 10 for their appearance.
"The scores can come down to a hundredth
of a point, so it's very detailed and specific,"
Trow said. "Anything can happen."

Were looking for people who want to provide outitanoano wrvKt
Customer Service potilion* ere now available
.
•
■

Poiitioni itMimg Mfll Sll/hour
Mornlno. A •ftirnoon Hurt time* available
NoMlrt
Summ« employee* h*v» lh*> opportunity lo rmwn ov*r break*.
ne.t tummee end/or 'omlnur p.rtt"r\. during ttnoot year
• Wort, indoor 1
■ Casual Jce^ eN wewkl
• E • < eller>I Oppot I unit 1 e\ (01 mull! ■■•» l< 1 «l 1 ..ndid.iH-%

|'iiq on me on Thursday. A/JA/OB
ludrnt Conference Center
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■»••* f>"(lHi".l ...I.I.HH
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Trow watched the team from the coach's
box during finals, which gave her a different
view than from the sidelines.
"I was really just trying to let them hear
my voice at that point since they're so used to
that during practices, and helping them keep
their energy up," Trow said. "It was great to
see them performing their best."
She said she is excited to bring her young
team to the next level with the goal to continuously improve so that next year they can
build on their success.
However, Hensel said that many of the
other teams at Nationals, including Towson,
don't perform as often at campus events. The
Dukettes perform with the Marching Royal
Dukes at every home football game, during
every home basketball games and also at
other events throughout the year.
"So, we had a lot to focus on with this
competition," said senior Erica Strong. "At
school, we're entertainers, but at Nationals
we're more athletes and performers. I like
the support when dancing at school, but I'm
a competitive person so I love competing
too."

Doing anything special in 2008-2009?
You can make a plan now!
Space available Fall and Spring to study abroad with JMU in
Salamanca, Spain and Florence, Italy
Study a wide variety of topics within the University of Salamanca, Spain,
one of the oldest and finest universities in Europe.
Become more proficient in your Spanish language skills in the classroom
and during study travels to Barcelona, Madrid, Toledo and more.
OR

Explore the cradle of the Renaissance- Florence, Italy.
Walk the same paths as Michelangelo and Galileo.
Experience historical and contemporary Italy through study travels to
Rome, Verona, Pisa and more.

This could be YOUR year to gain international experience,
personal growth, global competence, and impressive resume content!
More information and applications available on our website at:
http://www.imu.edu/international/abroad

o&?
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50 Alternatives to Drinking Parking Prices to increase
for 2008-2009 School Year

BY TTNA DILEGGE
contributing writtr

The SGA has released a booklet that offers
more than 50 alternatives.to drinking for curu nt nid prospective Undents, in an effort to
diminish JMU's "party school" reputation.
The student-published booklet "So You
Think IMU is a Party School? More than 50
Things to do at JMU Besides Drink and Party"
fnorodei six sections: on-campus. immediate
area, road trips, outdoor recreation, dining
and seasonal. Each section suggests different
activities and places such as UREC Adventure
Programs, UPB events, salsa dancing, cosmic
bowling, skiing, ice cream shops and cafea.
The booklet provides an estimated price, a
short description and directions for each
alternative.
"It's really to encourage students that it's
not don't drink, don't ever drink,' but there
are alternatives," former SGA President Lee
Brooks said. "Not everyone at JMU will want
to drink when they come here and it's not the
only thing there is to do. There are a lot of
other quality things to do."
The idea of the booklet originated from
Brooks, who used it as a main platform in
the SGA presidential election last October.
When elected. Brooks began the production
W, recruiting other SGA members and
itudentl dedicated to the purpose. Meetings
were held even other week to decide what
would be included in the booklet and to
■ssign research. The booklet had been in the
editing process for the last two months and
was made available to students Friday.
Alcohol consultants came earlier in the
wMi to evaluate drinking and party life at

Previous Parking Prices
2002-2003: $140
2003-2004: $140
2004-2005: $152

Parking fees will not only increase for students but faculty and staff as well. Parking fees
for faculty and staff vary depending on their
Parking prices for the 2008-2009 school salary ranging from $108 to $564 for faculty
year will increase $20 from $172 to $192 for who make more than S100.000.
full-time students. The increase in parking IV..
According to Moore the increase in parking
will raise money to purchase the Rockinnham fees will not be enough to raise the necessary
Memorial
Hospital
money to buy the parkii
parking deck.
ing deck and parking fees
JMU
will
take
will continue to rise over
State funding and tuition are not the course of the next 20
over the parking deck
in 2010 at the cost of
years to cover the cost.
allowed to be used for parking.
$4.750.000 over 20
The number of stuyears. The addition
dent spaces that will be
of this deck will add
- TOWANNA MOORE available in the new deck
approximately 1.000
has yet to be determined.
associate we president for Business Services
parking spaces to JMU.
The Parking Advisory
"There really wasn't -99 Committee. composed
a choice to raise parking
of faculty, staff and stufees when we decided to
dents, will determine the
liuy the hospital." said Towana Moore, associate number of spaces allotted to students.
vice president for business services. "State fund"My guess would be that over half the spaces
ing and tuition are not allowed to be used for would be students considering that students
parking so we have to raise that money ourselves have the majority of spaces in both parking
in other ways."
decks already," Moore said.
BY ERIK LANDERS

IhfllMIt

JMU, offering the SGA support and motivation for the booklet. President Rose and JMU
administration also funded most of the production. Brooks said.
The booklet is available to current students
in Taylor 203, Sonner Hall, Off Campus Life,
Student Organization Services, the Health
Center and Taylor Down Under, and will be
accessible on the SGA and SOS Web sites later
this week.

Blood Money Pays Students' Bills
BY LAUREN 0'MIEH
contributing writer

Arpan Sharma enters his
tiny apartment decorated
with torn posters held up by
scotch tape that's peeling off
the wattl and walks over to a
small table to sift through a
stack of bills.
""Utility, gas and electric,
credit card and medical bills,
the) |lMl never seem to stop,"
Sharma Myi letting out a
deep sigh.
Pot Sharma, a sophomore,
the dilemma of paying off his
debt is nothing new, consider
ing that he's an average college
student. But, like many other
college students, Sharma has
ft'iind a new way to get the
quiik cash he needs.

2005-2006: $152
2006-2007: $172
2007-2008: $172

"I donate my plasma
because I'm broke, it's my
only source of income,"
Sharma said.
Sharma and two of his
roommates are among the
growing number of JMU students who are donating their
plasma at the Biolife Plasma
Services Center, which pays
people every time they do so.
According to a Biolife
spokesperson, the center
began construction of a new
facility behind Best Buy on
Madison Street in late Oct.
2007. The new location will
accommodate 2,500 donors
per week, doubling the number of donors the current
location on Lucy Drive, has
been able to handle.
"Plasma is the pale yellow
liquid portion of your blood

that can be easily replaced by
the body; it functions as an aid
in the circulation of red and
white blood cells and platelets," explains the Web site of
Biolife Plasma Services.
"It's a long process to go
through, but it is necessary.''
Sharma said. "Besides the
physical, every time before
you donate plasma you must
answer a short computer
questionnaire."
Donors receive $20 when
they donate once and receive
$40 donating for a second
time in the same week.
"I got hooked on donating my plasma because it's an
easy source of income," junior
Kyle Heiman said. Donating
sine* Jan. 2007. Hfimmi *«v*
he has made at least $1,000
as a donor.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 26TH, 2008
tickets available now
at University Outpost

new maximum size cooler
L30'xW17"xH18"

all tickets sold in advance

all alcoholic beverages must be
contained in the cooler

gates open 10:30 am

one cooler per person

434 293-9501

www.foxfieldraces.com

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
In the Kroger Shopptoj Ctr 1790-96 E Market St 1540) 434-9999

Your passion for
life is still the same.
But is your hearing?

If you feel too young to lose your hearing, you're not alone.
Did you know thai almost 40'u. oi hearing impaired **m»rl< arts .H.* undoi the
age of 6b? hroni rock concerts to discos. Baby Boomers have been exposed
rtolM than previous generations. Fortunately, Siemens has developed
irlng aid technology • CENTRA Packed with so
best technology on the market, there's finally a hearing solution that will
keep you grooving to every beat of your music and your life
So, if your hearing fades while you're young,
don't wait until you're old to do something about it.
Call today to see If CENTRA is right for youl

(^? Chri&topher William Jewelers
15 0ITI-8I in Weyers Cive
I iR's-Sal from I (lam to 5p
www chrisiuplkTwillmmjewelers (

I 9075

Physician's Hearing Center
2062 ProPointc Lane
(540) 434-2255
■
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BOUNCER: Thursdays Can Be 'Agonizing'
BOUIKH, from horn
Rising Through th. Ranks

Between working three to five nights a week, Drew Loy
has carried the load of a full-time student working toward
a degree in kinesiology. which he will graduate with in December. On top of school and a job, he also trains as a mixed
martial arts fighter.
Although he isn't the Chuck Liddell or Tito Ortiz of Ultimate Fighting, Drew says his training in submission wrestling gives him an edge.
"It definitely kind of does help," Loy said. "I don't like to
use it as an intimidation thing, but...there's been situations
where having that training has helped me to pacify a few
situations."
Loy, a 23-year-old, began working as a bouncer in the
fall of 2006 at The Pub, a top nightlife competitor to Rocktown Bar and Grill.
He was hired by then general manager Chuck Troutman,
who six months ago moved across Neff Avenue to join Rocktown. When Troutman made the move, he wanted to bring
familiar faces with him.
So when former head bouncer Jason "Fu" Phillips stepped
down to focus on finishing school at JMU, the decision on
who would succeed him was a no-brainer for Troutman.
But it's the decisions that Loy has to make on a nightly
basis that aren't quite as easy.
Ro.lctown Bar and Grill: Thursday, April 17

8 p.m. - Drew arrives at work and the bouncers begin
taking their places. While some watch the exits and entrances, others roam the floor picking up trash and grabbing empty beer pitchers.
10:30 p.m. - The patio and dining room are filling up
as quickly as the line outside, which stretches to the end of
the cornered strip mall. The dance floor in the concert room
is already a dense cluster of sweat-ridden bodies.
Drew is constantly moving between the hallway that
connects the dining room and the front lobby. With the fire
marshal perusing the premise for more than an hour, Drew
has to make sure that all of the fire exits stay clear. He's especially worried about one hallway that tends to get backed
up between the dining room and the lobby.
Friends and acquaintances of Drew's attempt to start

conversation with him; he nods and smiles,
but stays focused on crowd control. A levelheaded demeanor is one thing owner Ike Coe
looks for in his bouncers, more so than size.
"I've [reprimanded] bouncers before, and it
was just that tone of voice," Coe said. "I think
you set a tone, you set a situation with your
tone of voice."
11:30 p.m. - While Drew is inside, bouncers struggle to fend off all the guests Irving to
bribe them for easier entry in front of the line.
Although no bouncers are seen accepting the
10's and 20's offered, preferential treatment is
shown to certain friends.
Bouncer Eric Spence, a 2006 Bridgewater graduate, is outside for much of the night
struggling to get non-JMU students to go away
- Thursday is exclusively for the college crowd.
Although Spence tries explaining this, the locals try sneaking in.
Spence and fellow bouncer and Bridgewater graduate Deon Mays express concern that
BMIMatylbaMi
one of the outsiders trying to get in is a guy Oriw Uy's mod*, Omslmi opprom of him being 0 boumw "It's kind ol 0 nott job lor him to how,' she said
who was thrown out for hitting a female the
previous week.
As the crowd thins. Drew moves to the front door to help
12:28 a.m. - Drew and Mays are staking out the dance move people out of the club. A former Rocktown Bouncer,
floor, suspicious that the same group of locals that Mays who had showed up as a guest, apparently has decided he
had turned down earlier have snuck in. The group is hang- needs to help out by cursing at customer! that have already
ing around at a table outside the dance floor, but the two been asked to leave. The bouncers are either oblivious to
bouncers make no move because they don't see the guy sus- him or have decided to ignore him.
pected of hitting a young woman.
1:21 a.m. - One girl sloppily embraces Drew while she
12:40 a.m. - Stragglers are still wandering In, and one Waits for her cab to arm.' Another guy waiting for his ride
apparent local who got turned down earlier in the night tries to make small talk as Drew tries to prevent anyone
comes back in different clothes and gets in.
from re-entering.
12:47 a.m. - Mays grabs a customer and escorts him
1:35 a.m. - Drew's exasperated. There are still more
out for unruly behavior. The two engage in an argument.
than too people inside. He rolls his eyes as a patron knocks
"Dude, do I look like I'm f—in drunk?" the patron asks. over a table's worth of beer cans onto the lobby floor.
Drew allows Mays to handle the situation alone.
Inside, a bouncer has just helped a girl up for the second
Mays reasons with the guest who eventually apologizes. time alter she slipped on the beer and mud-slopped floor,
"OK man, be safe," Mays says.
sending her Bud Light spilling down her face and shirt.
The drunken guest, who evidently has forgotten that he
1:54 a.m. - The last guests move out and Drew heads
apologized, fires back.
upstairs. Physically and mentally spent, he breathes easy.
"OK, cool. I'll go drive home and sue this f—in estab- Another Thursday night/Friday morning at Rocktown has
lishment "
ended,

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Will give away $100 CASH
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* Fully Nude Exotic Dancers *

to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-Shirt
TODAY, April 24th at 2:00 p.m.
On the QUAD!

LADIES FREE COVER

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
14K White Gold Filigree 1.42cts Diamond Ring
Center-Round 149cts Clarity-VS2 Color-IJ

Amateur Wet T Shirt Contest
www vim-nulub hii

700 Wmn+r

S off .i(lniissi<
with |MU IT

100 7

104 229 2SSS

iDirectlons: 1-81 to WV Exit S, Inwood. Make right onto Rt. 11 South, 2 mi. on left.

Special Student Rate'

2 Locations

\H> MINI STORAGE
Private Storage Rooms

This Week $7,500
'All of our diamonds are graded b) an on staff CIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at "5 S Court Square Harrisonburg or mm mcbonejeutlry com

Evt'iy Thuisiljy

0*,t 7000 aaj.cft -/ «*Wr
Ftiwwim fftaoow. Shmmmt I
tmif Thmrtdmr —' IWry Mm*k!

NeW ■ FREE I Shin? Vmi u at 75 Court Square Downtown not to Rank of Amcti...
Check ut out at tnthomitwcil>.Lom
and join ui on flfghiMiLtoir tor rwm more gfvNwaytl
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Open Day & Night
Mon-Sat 11:30am-3am; Sun 7pm-3am
18 and older welcomed

24-7 Access
toss

433-1000

Secure
Faci
Facilities

NEED A PAPER DONE FAST?
CONGRATULATIONS!
Information Terminology wants
you to know that your JMU e-ID
and associated password will
allow ongoing access to ecampus for certain functions
such as transcripts as long as
you keep yout password current
Please set an e-mail forwarding
address through the Accounts
Portal (accounts jmu edu) now to
receive ongoing e-ID password
change notifications and e-mail
sent to yout ©jmu.edu address
(see section at right "Take Care
of Your E-mail Needs!

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-MAIL NEEDS:
1. Setup a new e-mail account with an
Internet Service Provider (ISP), such
as Gmail or Yahoo before
graduation
2.

Forward important e-mail
messages that you want to keep
from your JMU Webmail account to
your new e-mail address before
graduation You will only be able to
login to Webmail for 60* days after
graduation

3.

Set forwarding In the Accounts
Portal to deliver new e-mail to your
new ISP e-mail address by logging
into accounts jmu edu, click Directory
Information/E-mail Forwarding, type
in your new e-mail address then
dick Submit Changes You can
change your forwarding e-mail
address at any time Forwarding will
continue indefinitely

IMPORTANT: Access to
Webmail, Blackboard and
other applications will only
remain active for 60* days
after graduation.
'Actual (*MMe date fs 60days alTer your
def/ne n conferred Thtnfon nvftsfan
eotVDxmMP dsls ot 60 days otter antauAbon

4.

JMU Computing HelpDesk at

540-568-3555
or check the self-help web atti .it
helodesk/selfhelD/eid shtml

Information Technology
James Madison University

5.

Change mailing Hat (Uataerv)
subscriptions to use your new email address
Save your friends' and references'
e-mail addresses and send them
your new e-mail address

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-CAMPUS NEEDS:
1
Ensure your mailing addresses are
current

Try Questia Online Library!

Students save
more than
5 hours on
their research!*
•Spring 20(18 user survey results

• 70,000 books
1.7 million articles

• Instant Citations &
Bibliographies
•Open 24/7

q u e s tOa
faster, easier research!

www.questia.com/start
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DRIVER: Uses Time Behind the Wheel to 'Relax'
DBIVf 8 from front
Kern first started working
with HDPT in Augtist. 2006. He
has worked each semester since
attending JMU and at the end
of his sophomore year was looking for a new job. After seeing a
stmlrnt driving one of the buses
through campus one day, Kern
decided to look into working for

HDPT.
Just 24 hours after turning
in his application. Kern was offered the job and has been working there rioofl
[Route] 13 was my route
when I first started," said Kern,
who now drives multiple evening
routes throughout the week.
Ken described his driving
time as his way of unwinding at
the end of the day. "I get to rel.i\. I can get in my zone."
Before driving one of the infamous "drunk buses" on the weekends and becoming known as the
"dude with the fro," Kern began
bis weekends driving Route C.

"Once I started working the
night shift I thought, 'Wow this
is really cool, I would like to continue with this.'" Kern said.
Being underage at the time,
Kern also said he was usually the
designated driver for his frfendfl
and remembers thinking. Well
shoot if I can get paid doing this,
I'll be more than willing."
Although Kern had somewhat of an idea what he was getting himself into when he .igreed
to drive one of the late routes on
the weekends, he described the
experience as "an eye opener."'
"I drove Route \ the flrH
night I was by myself. It was
incredible that first night, but it
was crazy," Kern said.
There are usually 70 to 80
people on the buses at I time.
according to Kern, and he said,
"You just have to crank the mu
sic and roll with it."
Although Kern has a small
number of memories he would
rather forget while he's been on

the clock, most oi his stones ,nv
of experiences tli.it nuke his job
evening and enjoyable.
"1 remember one night
during my first year of driving when I gjrl came up to rue
and told me to pull over, set
the parking break, go pert)
and then bead home with her.'*
Kern recalled "As tempted as I
Wat, I told her that I was needed out hen."
Kern even eiuovs the occasional dance show while driving
"You know those polttr1
Kern asked. Well one night two
lames VMN |uat going to town on
those things and the clothes just
•tailed coming off It was rather
entertaining."
Although. Kara baa onl]
been with 11 OPT for two yean
he is now considering working
for a larger transit svstem alter
he graduates. "I get to meet a
variety of people and bear about
their different experiences. I reallv like that

Asthma Study

fUMf

Do you have Asthma?
Volunteers (ages IH to 40 yean old) are needed lot a study
about asthma and the common cold. I he goal i> lo Improve
asthma can \«>u must have asthma and not smoke. Screening
Islnp
Its ($40 will be paid to panicipams
I. II r ii ll \ isll l

Based on the -> reening results, those who qualify can enroll In .i
k stud) which will begin In the kill Compensation will be up
to $1230 V 4-day stay in a hotel is an Important pan .'I this study
All Muds -ii-l.iii-il ic-.i
itionsand the hotel staj with room
i u ill be pn n idi il at noch irge
Screening near |MU, along with relmbuisement for travel
costs, will be available.
For morn Information and quaatlom, plaau can or smaH.

I IVA Asthma and Allergic Diseases Center
434-982 3510
hlsfipvinjinia cdu

IRB-HSR "13236

UNIVERSITY

BROTHERS: Training Separately Not a Problem
MOTHERS, from front
a few I.V. hags didn't fix."
t^reg. 33, and his brother Jeff, 28, had a unique
situation that led many to believe they wouldn't
make it.
Jeff is stationed in Georgia, while Greg Is in Harnsonimrg. Hie two brothers had to train separately
for the event, which is very uncommon.
"The biggest thing is that we didn't train together GregaaxL "We have jobs and I have a family, mil
was a great feeling of satisfaction. Wc didn't want to
let'the university down, or the ROTC, but mostly we
didn't want to let each other down."
Getting in to the competition involved some work
because teams usually have to come from the same
unit. With the two brothers in different stations, they
had to play on the uniqueness of their situation to
help.
"We didn't know if having a novelty team would
l-i nough to get us over the hurdle." Greg said.-J-uckiry my brother is stationed in the unit that sponsors
the competition so it helped having an insider."
List year Jeff competed in the competition which
gave Greg a great advantage because his brother
knew how to train for the event.
"Jeff got sixth last year and he had the experience
of last year," Greg said. "So he planned the training
method and made modifications to it based on his
experience."
The two brothers talked on the phone every
day and trained at the same time, even though they
weren't physically together. TTiey trained six to eight
hours a day, three times a week. The)' ran, practiced
their road march, lifted and swam.

Tney also planned lri|ts to practice together
with Jeff visiting for lour daya m January, and
then Greg traveling to Georgia in February and
March for three days.
Greg said Jeff really helped prepare him for
the competition by taking mines rfow.
"I'd ask questions and we had a video that
my mom took last year." he said. We took one
event at a time, and Jeff would say this is what
is going to bS] ;
The second day involved going to different
stations in a round robin method and participating in the different booths. Then they moved
on to climbing three towers of different ifzes,
the largest at 60 feet, and repelling down the
other side. Then there was the night course, a
12-hoiir course that participants can choose to
do for as long or short as thc\ want.
M
We were in third going into the night
course and were 100 points away from second,"
Greg said. "We stayed out for 11 hours and 45
minutes, with only 15 minutes to spare, and we
jumped into second."
On the final day of competition, then wen
more obstacle courses, and another helicopter
jump into water. The teams also had to carry
large items to shore. Arriving on shore was not
the end, because the) had to /ip-line to another
area and compete in another buddy run for two
miles to the finish line.
Finishing second after that sounds more
than impressive
"We just wanted to represent JMU and the
program here," Greg said. "We went in to show
the quality that comes from JMU

I ."'VIRGINIA
I I il^M.I II SVMKM

www.uvahealth.com

THANK
YOU!

Rockingham Memorial

Hospil.il would like lo lhank the

^^

^^^"»»»^^_^^^^

{_

ALPHA PHI SORORITY
for their tremendous support of the RMH Heart Check program during
National Heart Month in February. Your hard work will help save lives!

fljRMH
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
RMHOnlinccom

HMH wen hire lot you.

How much can I get? Your textbook
is worth more if the same edition
will be used for a class on this
campus or at thousands of other
schools across North America. But
it doesn't pay to wait - textbooks
are rarely worth more as they age.
Bring your textbooks back to us, no
matter where you bought them.
Get cash back now.

-—. F
^
r JAMES
^ UNIVERSITY.
MADISON
BOOKSTORH
www.imu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121

H

blletticom

ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.

712

STUDENT RELUMES FOR ELEVEN STRAOOT MUTES!
NAMEintheNEWS.COM
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Do Downtow

Favorite downtown secret:
Mi. / nil, Grill ( oUeethe - Thr\ havegrtmt
cheap I'.H- and it'$ vegnmtian friendh.'

•%7>G T^cjtnu.

.REUN1VFRS1TY TOUR 200-

Favorite downtown hangout:
Klin,'- Dairy Bar la alwayt a great place tori
quit k -imh break with frieuda.
Favorite downtown eats:
It • ii lie between the vegetable uutdwieh -it
I ,ti th .mil Pea i .itr .mil tin. i bit km pol pie

m Mr*. Hardrarv'a Tea Room,

Toll us why you do
downtown!

TONIGHT

8pm

Memorial Hall
■ IKllsvuur

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE
J£.AL-

1

SSw/JAC

yyww.dowBtownbarrisoiWur^.orf'

At the door

. ( ;rrni*KtU'

^PT

cA J. Style
I h) Spa & Salon
■

Barber On SuH

Thursday 24th Karaoke

Specializing In Coloi And Foil

•■.«*•

Bod) Waxing

Come Out and Show Us What You Can Do!

I Manicure And Pedii
Defined I laircui

Friday 25th Keith Bryant & Ironhorse- Rockin' Country

Manage
Facial*
< iili < jrds Available

Saturday 26th Mirage- Variety At Its Best!
Wednesday 30th HockensBoys

■

'

dothepub.com

*

~_J

a^'
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. i Q808

mrer
1037 Pore RepuHkRoac.1
I larroonbunL VA 22801

Don't Lose Ibur Spring Break Tan.
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Congratulations
Class of 2008
Competitive Pricing with the area's cleanest salon and most friendly service.

24* Neff Avenue

www.tanniiufiiulh.coni

540 4*H »267

Editor: Whirttn Mohet
bteezeopJnion@gmoil com
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(540) 568-3846
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Breeze Perspectives | MICHAELLARRICK, contributingwtitef

The American Prostitute
Whether they pimp themselves out (or money, fame or love, we'll take it

Submit I'arts & Pats online at thebreeze.
my. or e-mail to breezed p (a-ho tmall.com.
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and
are printed on a space-available basis. Submissions are based upon one persons opinion of a
given situation, person or event, and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

A "tease-pain" dart to JMU for booking yet
another one-hit-wonder.
From a music-loving junior who thinks
JMU should try to book an artist that actually
sings entire songs.

An *I-hope-you're-using-pencil-to-keep-yourstats" pat to the Women's Track and Field Team.
From a PROUD Dukes Fan who can't keep
all your set and smashed records straight.

A"holy-macaroni,-why-are-you-rebootinghow?-you -just -deleted -my-entire-presentation"
dart to the Miller Hall computer lab.
From an agitated senior who spent countless hours researching Ring-Tailed Lemurs and
foolishly saved everything to the desktop.

A "you-should-be-more-concerned-aboutlooking-likc-elephants-than-!istcning-to-themevery-weekend" dart to the girls downstairs.
From some social seniors who actually like
their neighbors.

A "you d-belter-be-some-damn-good-skaters-by-now" dart to the boys who skateboard every night at midnight in the lake-area courtyard.
From a bitter freshman who is so tired of
having 8 a.m. classes and trying to fall asleep
to your boards slamming into the ground as
you all skid across the pavement.

A "you-are-so-thoughtful" pat to the dining
services worker at Market One for remembering my standing order and giving it to me even
though I was not the next person in line.
From someone who is very appreciative
that you always get my order just right and
always do it with a smile.

An "it's-time-iw-you-to-leam-statistics" dart to
the statistics students who just ask their teaching
assistants for the answers to their assignments.
From a student who thinks you should
invest more time reading your book than running your mouth in the computer lab.

A "thanks- for-the-Iife-lessons" dart to the
Harrisonburg Police l>ept., who has shown me
throughout four years of college that your jobs
aren't so much to serve and protect, but to catch
college drinkers instead of those who have been
able to walk away with computers. iPods and no
dignity.
From a senior who will always remember
the memories spent downtown.

A "your-bass-doesn't-make-you-special"
dart to the people who drive by Eagle Hall at
7:30 a.m. blaring their music.
From a few annoyed residents who are not
impressed by your inability to turn the little
knob on your CD player to the left.

A"your-strategy-for-staying-awake-intrigues-me" pat to the guy in the library who
chomped on enough sunflower seeds to fill a
water bottle with shells Monday night.
From an impressed senior who guzzled 200calorie cans of energy drinks to stay awake but
will try your method during exam week.

A "homoscxuality-is-not-a-collectible" dart
to a frat brother who thought it would have been
awesome if 1 had joined the fraternity solely
because of my sexuality.
From a shocked JMU student who thinks
your fraternity is not-so-balanced after all.

Apparently, politicians love sex scandals.
With the Detroit mayor tcxting his mistress at .1
fourth-grade reading level and a certain Senator
hanging out in airport rest rooms, this has become
abundantly clear. The trend continued when it
was revealed that the now former mayor of New
York, Elliot Spitzer. was involv. d m a prostitution
ring. How could such a level-headed, intelligent
individual do such a thing? This can't be! The
same man who attempted to legalize same-sex
marriages In New York loves prostitutes!?
This did not surprise me in the least. Being a
politician does not mean you're infallible and this
is certainly true in Spitzer's case. Spitzer is human, after all, and humans do stupid things, like
becoming involved in high-dollar prostitution
rings. These things happen. The part that most
concerns me is America's recent media obsession
with a Miss Ashley Alexandra Dupre.
As I scanned through various news stations
during the worst of the scandal, all I saw was
Myspace pictures of a fairly attractive girl while
no-name music producers were describing how
talented a musician she was. "Who the hell is
this?" I asked myself. Then it was revealed to me.
This was Spitzer's choice escort.
1 was in shock as news anchors discussed how
easily it would be for her to obtain a record contract in light of her recent media exposure. Are
you serious? I'm not saying that Ashley Alexandria Dupre is a bad person. She could be the coolest prostitute ever. However. I think we can agree
being a paid escort, sleeping with a married politician and appearing in several "Girls Gone Wild"
videos should be considered morally reprehensible, not grounds for starting a music career.
This is a fine example of how low the value of
fame has dropped in recent years. People are Incoming famous for virtually no reason, (mce upon
a time, you needed to have things like talent to be
famous, but now it's just what you're willing to do.
Here are some of the lop offenders:
Paris Hilton
I think we're all familiar with Ms. Hilton, but
I'll summarize just in case. One of the heiresses
to the Hilton Hotel, Hilton has kept herself in the
limelight by not wearing underwear, appearing
in sex tapes, making horrible music and co-starring in The Simple Life" with the equally horrible Nicole Ritchie.
After a DUI charge and subsequent suspended-license violations, Hilton was sentenced to 45
days in jail for violating probation in mid-2007:
she actually faced something we normal people
call consequences but only served 22 days of her
sentence. She recently was quoted saying "I think
I am a good role model."

WHAT bO \ MAVETO OFFE^l?
VIELL..AETSd\AGT SAY \ CAN
/ f(*>
SEV-LfAYSELF.

TMa Tsqulla
she has the most friends on Mytpoctxotn.
Thais it. Seriously. If you go to her Mysnace
page, you will notice thai she Is also a stager but 1
wouldn't naoessaril) classify IKT music as "good."
She was gi\en I slum on MTV railed "A Shot at
Low wilhTilaTequila."a hiscxual-themed reality
show where she bad to decide it she wanted to do
a man or a woman.
This ahou spawned ■ spin ofl reahU) slum
called "That's Amore!" — a dating show where girls
compete for tin- lovs of BU exticmeh Italian man
who wears shirts that say things like "Vagjtarian."
Nice.
Kim Kardashian
BhS is DM daUghtei 'il one ol llie late lawyer*
that got O.J. off the hook, who also happened to !»■
obscenely rich. She now has a reahn show on E!
called "Keeping Up with the Kardashians,' where a
camera crew follows her entire family around and
nothing even remotely important ever happens.

I've only seen this show one time, but I found
the plot of that episode particularly interesting The
episode was centered on Kim and her decision oi
whether or not she wanted to do a nude spread in
Playboy.
On the surface, this seems like a legitimate
concern. The decision of whether or not you want
to expose your naked body in one ol the most
popular men's magazines in America is one that
warrants a serious amount of consideration. With
your integrity on the line, this is a tough choice.
This would all make sense it. vou know. 1! she
didn't already have a sex tape on the market
Maybe I'm a purist, but 1 think lame should be
something you actually earn. I know that sounds
iTw/.y, but 1 think it would t>e a much better s\s
tern. I'm probably just jealous.
< )nly in America is it possible to he an eso >rt.
sleep with a governor and then become a recording artist. < .0.1 bless the U.S.A!
Michael Larrick is a sophomore SMAD major.
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Cookie Monsters of JMU, Rejoice
Probably every student here, like myself, has been to the point where
you are up until midnight studying for that huge exam the next morning. You still have several hours ahead of you and you start craving
some kind of dessert to keep you occupied.
Like most college students, you are probably scaveng^g^^^H
ing through the cabinets trying to find a piece of can
dy, cake mix or a few cookies in the bottom of a bag,
only to find there is nothing to satisfy that craving.
You're in your pajamas, so you're not up to driving out to whatever store happens to be open
that time of night, but Luckily JMU students
have Craving Cookies in this time of crisis I
was fortunate enough to discover them several
weeks ago, and I love their cookies.
Craving Cookies is a new local business that
started in September 2007 by JMU student.
Scott Davidson. They deliver cookies Wednesday and Thursday from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. and Saturday from 7 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
When I say they deliver cookies, I mean they
deliver a box of hot, melt-in-your-mouth cooties
that smell absolutely delectable. I am not sure how
they do it, but the cookies are still so warm and moist
M
that they taste like you are eating them right off the pan.
I know that my roommates and I haw been guilty of having cookies delivered two times in one night. They have great
customer service with no complaints of making several deliveries s
night. 1 have even had them make a courtesy call after I had ordered I HTM

The Ever-Social Darwin

minutes l<etore opening to ensure that I would get my cookies omv the store

opened
They have speedy delivery with their Website Baying t< > allow 30
toss minutes for delivery, but even lime 1 have ordered they
had them delivered within 30 minutes. They also have
excellent prices and free delivery on all orders more
than $7. They even offer several options for payment
including PayPal, cash or credit card. And for those
frequent buyers, like myself, they even let you set
up an account for easy ordering.
There are several different types of cookies, including their weekly specials. Tor people who like to dip their cookies in milk, they
also have combination options of milk, cookies and a dipping cup. Besides cookies, vou
.'
OBB net milk, iced coffee, energy drinks and
I green tea.
It is certainly the one-stop cookie shop
where you can get not only your cookies, hut
also all of the accessories logo with them.
Most students start to feel that push at the
end of the semester to turn in final projects and
prepare for exams. We're up until the earl\ morn
ing hours Hamming to get everything in as the time
winds down through the last few classes.
S< > as you are up looking for something to get you through
the morning hours, it would be a great lime to give Cr.n IngCoOK
ies a try and support a local business
,

*r \
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By Charles deGrazia. Kenny Lass. Jr. and Max Fisher

Happy Belated Earth Day!

A "dance-on-sister" pat to the barefoot girl
on the ISAT bridge singing and dancing her way
to class in the rain.
From a "normal" bystander who wishes he
had the energy, confidence or exuberance to
perform with such a carefree spirit.

A "way-to-get-the-most-darts" pat to our
favorite rowdy sophomores.
From your neighbors, who love nothing
more than to add to your rowdiness.

An "I'll-miss-our-philosophical-convervastions-at-i-a.m." pat to my roomie of two years.
From your OCD roommate who will miss
you next year, but is glad youll only be a few
dorms away.

An "oh-the-places-youll-go" pat to the graduating seniors.
From Dr. Seuss, who wants you to cherish life.
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Special offer for College Students

Quick.
Connect
nternet you need, without the phone line you don't!

Get Verizon High Speed Internet with.no phone service for as low as
Special Off-Campus Student Offer
• Speeds up to 7.1 Mbps available
• Student-friendly 9-month contract
• No extra monthly cost to wirelessly connect your roommates
• No paper bills to deal with... we take credit cards

$

26

99

a month
(for speeds up to 768 Kbps)

All the speed you need to iTune, Facebook, YouTube and IM.
While you're studying, of course...
To find out more or sign up,
Email us today at
collegeHSI@verizon.com.
Hurry. Class starts in like five minutes.
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It's the Network
collegeHSI@verizon.com
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And You Thought the
Olympics were About Sports
Mow Hitler, religion, politics and world peace all
play a part in the games
STANFORD, CalH. - 1 \«w ipoitt. MOM »t
them, anyway: I couldn't care less about snowboarding or the ItCCplcchaMj 1 don't even know
what the steeplechase is. And because 1 am a
sports fan, the Olympics, the 2008 edition of
which approaches late this summer, is to be
something I dread, something we all should be
dreading, rather than anticipating eagerly.
The mod "hVnsive part of the Olympics,
which is a sporting event, and only a sporting
event, is the sometimes-religious and sometimes-fascist imagery and symbolism that surrounds every aspect of it.
The Beijing Olympics Web site erroneously claims that the tradition of the torch relay,
which .somehow is important enough to take
place on every continent, began in ancient
Greece. Instead, Hitler tirst used it in 1936 as
part of the Third Reich's propaganda campaign
nirnxuMttng the Berlin prime
The interlocking five rings were also introduced in Berlin, although Lcni Kiefenstahl,
a legendary Nazi filmmaker, had them carved
into the indent Olympic site in Greece, giving
them the sheen of legitimacy. It's terrifying that
the Olympic Games are using fascist symbols
which five tin- games the usual appearance of
being far more important than they should he.
At the same time. Olympic Games promoters
use religious imagery. Many official sites call the
fire "sacred." No other major sporting e\ cut in t he
past century would be able to claim the mantle of
religious legitimacy and importance, but somehow, the Olympics, which of course had strong
origins 111 pagan ritual, can claim to be sacred.
This is sports, remember? It's just a sporting event* Could the Super Bowl or the World
Cup ever use such symbols without being overwhelmed With criticism ' This Olvmpie exceptionalism" is nuts! 'Hie people who made the
games seem so important are multinational corporations and fascists!
It should be noted that the ludicrously
named "Olympic Mmement." a collection of
urgani/jtions that run the games, has zealously
maintained a copyright over most Olympic symbols, ensuring that they will only be used by official sponsors. The Olympics is. in essence, a
carefully managed brand - far more than it is
an actual sporting event.
The Olympics even aspires, hulkiuusly, to
solve world peace, by asking countries to put
down their arms during the games 1 am nut
sure how this works, other than simply claiming
it's true, but watching swimming races does not
make me suddenly want to love my neighbor.

Good luck with that one, China. Those Tibetan
protestors will probably be more active, not less,
during the games. The Olympics, which, if you
remember, is a sporting event, should not be a
part of international poutJci
It is likely that gi\ ing the games such importance through what is admittedly brilliant brand
management is simply to make it relevant and
profitable. This detracts from, rather than adding to. the sporting events that happen to go on
during all the advertising and religious moralizing. But there's one obvious question: Without
the symbolic importance attached to the Olympics, would more than a few people bother to
watch It? It's hard to care about the steeplechase
or rifle shooting. Without the rimifiew, "THIS
IS THE OLYMPICS! IMPORTANT!" people
might not watch.
The World Cup. on the other hand, features
a sport that billions of people are already passion, ite about. Without the importance attached
to the games (which is really just a construction
by the sponsors and t he "< >lvm pic Movement"),
entire cottage industries would dry up.
Miller's biggest contribution, however, is the
use of the Olympics for political purposes. Wh.it
should be a sporting event has lu-en abused tune
and time again to advance the political agenda
of the host countries. Polities goes both ways,
though — some countries use the games to protest the actions ol the host countries, as well
In 19H0,05 nations led by the U.S. boycotted
the games in Moscow protesting the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. More recently, the People 'l
Republic o* China is guilty of politicizing the
games, as well. The Chinese government certainly intended for these Olympics to legitimize
China's increasing economic and soft power.
By using the games to attend political ends,
however, China has opened itself, rightfully,
to increasing criticism from pro-democratic
countries and human rights groups. Some Chinese have talked about "buyers retnone" and
the games costing China more PR than it was
worth.
Chances are I will be watching the Olynipies
this summer, even though Bob Costas is the
most annoying person on TV. We're going to see
Iota Of soft-lit mini-biographies of athletes who
overcame adversity to dominate their obscure
sport. But everyone watching should treat it
for what it is — an enormous festival of obscure
sports - ratlui than ascribe some higher moral,
religious or political process to it.
Stuart Bainwl is a student at Stanford University in Stanford. Calif.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli. MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Mary H. Kratz, FNP
Sarah Hibbitts, PA.

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free [800) 545-3348

Self-Storage

CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING
SOS Advertising wishes to thank
all our wonderful customers:

THAHKYOU...

...for all your business this past year.
...for supporting JMU alumni.
...for keeping your business local.

...for being so wicked awesome to work with.
...for making us your favorite place to order Greek letters.

Why HAUL
stuff home
when you
could STORE
it here?

wflwwJMU.GoStowAway.com
■ LesstkM5nriMrtestra«
' We *m nielcR tM ceneetrtefs stlers
' FREE RulMMtlcCreM Cart ■**«!
CURUn CONTMtia WHTS MNUUUHf
Cunwmtimv Heated m tuly M lust
M« rJie HtnUffcuri Rtfe Rued—
■ Gitiri Recess t VMM SWVttNMCt
Ptve*DrtvmwYiCte»ii»liM»-U

Unique Nails
540-442-8883
243-KNeH Avenue
(Next to Caesar's)

. ..for putting up with our cheesy music while you order.

Hav-e a rad Summer!
See you in the Fall!
- -

■ — • • ■

-—

fill Sit-Si!
fill $ 15
Miiicirt - ill
Mian ■ ill
Mill i fiii Cimbt - $30
HikkWkiltSit-ti5

Gil full Sit litiUUt
Gil liquid fill $15
Gil fill Set fnitt ■ HI
Gil fill PnittSlt
Dilnt Mian - 5J5

Bring it is idd and reriere $2 Off!
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Some Professors Pitch Political 'Propoganda' to Students
TUSCON. Arta. - Kvcn though most students
don't step back into political science class after fulfilling their gen-ed requirements, it dottnl mean
may won't receive a lecture with a political slant.
It's a fact of life for most college students that
professors will occasionally interject their own political opinions into their course lectures. It's not
surprising for many of us to hear off-handed comments from professors excoriating Bush or the Iraq
war. whether we are in a political science, geography or physics lecture.
In fact, a 2004 University of Connecticut survey
found that 49 percent of students thought it commonplace to hear political comments from lecturers in courses, regardless of the subject matter. Yet.
we shouldn't be quick to dismiss the inlluenn- <>t
such off-handed remarks: They can have surprising and unexpected effects on our pcrform.im sa in
courses in addition to our own beliefs.
Conservative groups haw long derided uni-

versity faculties for attempting to churn out only
like-minded liberals. Books such as "Indoctrination U.." "Brainwashed" and "Shadow University"
charge academia with attempting to hammer in
liberalism rather than allowing a free and open exchange of ideas.
It's no surprise that the majority of professors
on any campus are more left of center, politically.
A study by the Institute for Jewish and Community Research found that professors nationwide are
three times more likely to align with liberal ideologies than conservative ones.
What is surprising, however, are the potential
ramifications of professors introducing their own
potttkal biases into the course material. Our perceptions of our professors' opinions affect how or
whether we approach professors inside and outside
of the classroom. Sociologists who study professorstudent dynamics have observed that students who
I'elieve their political news .don't align with their

professors are less likely to go to office hours and
engage in classroom discussions - all of which can
have negative impacts on student performance.
A 2004 report titled "Politics in the Classroom"
found that nearly a third of students surveyed
agreed with the statement "On my campus, there
are courses in which students feel they have to
agree with the professor's political or social views
in order to get a good grade." That's hardly the
kind of open and inclusive learning environment
universities aim to cultivate.
Because blatant and unnecessary political remarks during lectures can suppress honest academic curiosity and even marginalize students
who feel their opinions are in the minority, professors should try to keep their political opinions to
themselves as much as possible. According to the
American Association of University Professors,
that's what they should all be doing anyway; their
guidelines state professors should avoid "teaching

controversial matter which has no relation to their
subject."
Yet, as students, we don't have to go as ft
as calling for a formal code of political neutralit
in classrooms. The Students for Academic Free
dom. led by right-wing activist David Horowit:
tried to do so by promoting an Academic Bill <
Rights.
A diversity of ideas should be fostered, not ail
tificially imposed. Professors shouldn't be barre
from sharing their political opinions, but the
should just know better than to make clever polit
cal criticisms merely to elicit laughs as opposed t
enhance class discussion and participation.
Controversial ideas are important to fostcrinl
academic inquiry, but professors should remembt
to keep from turning their podium into a pulpit ft
their individual political beliefs.
('h nstina Jelly is a student at the University rj
Arizona in Tuscan. Ariz.

Breeze Myth #145:
Remember

Mr. J's

Q: You have to be
a SMAD major to
write for The Breeze.

for your Graduation Party needs!
We %irvz many hot dishes
along with our famous
party bagels £ sandwich trays.

We also have an array of
side dishes and desserts!

We'll even give you *5.00 off any
purchase of +20.00 or wore!

A: False. We accept
all years and majors!

Just ask for the special graduation discount.

JM's Apartments

CJL(Ri'E. would (ike to say Congratulations
to outmost dedicated volunteers
for the 2007-2008 school'year!

Anna Applegate
Cody Childress
Starting ai S250/per person
Walk to Campus!

Hillmont Apartments

Laura Hudgens
AH Nicholson
Christine Tran

BRAND M Wl

1 bedroom apartment: $625/month
2 bedroom apartment 1800/month

Other Listings:
- Rooscvdt Square: -I bedroom duplexes starting at $375/person!
- East Market Street: -I bedroom, 4.5 bathroom duplex!
West Market Street: Completely remodeled i bedroom and 2 bedroom bouses!
- Madison Manor: 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom Matting .it 1375/petsonl
South Mason Street: 1 bedroom apartments from S425/month!
Country Club Court: 3 bedroom, 2.5 bathroom tovnhouse tor 1300/personl

i

Brittany Vera
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Statue of Flying Spaghetti Monster
to Stand Outside Tenn. Courthouse
MORGANTOWN. W.Va.
On April i. a new
statue was placed outside ot a courthouse rvprr
M-nlinn America's newest divine being in Cumberland ("oiintv, Tun., alongside a sculpture of
Jesus carrying a cross and an Irat] Wai memorial

Any deity could be deemed an intelligent designer, and Henderson clearly makes that argument.
Many argue intelligent design is an obvious
attempt at repackaging old ideas in scientificsounding language to get around a U.S. Supreme
— the Plying Spaghetti Moaatw
Cowl decision in 19H7 that banned teaching the
The Flying Spaghetti Monster, or Spaghedebiblical story of creation in public schools.
it\ is the Mtj trf the mock religion called Thr
Implementing it would violate the separaChurch of the Flying Spaghetti Monstei
tion of church and state, not to mention science
Some find it thought-provoking and tunnReligious beliefs and ideals should be taught
ing while many believe it to be distasteful and
outside of the public classroom, and a governImnhini WHO Ita lyftem of beliefs termed "Pasment-funded curriculum should not be need to
tafarianism' based around "Eight I'd Rcallv
influence young adults' individual beliefs
Rather Ton Didnts
Evolution is the foundation of which the sciThe parody continues throughout the deence of biology is based on. The theory has untailed "Gospel of the living Spaghetti Monster" dergone endless scrutiny by scientists and theoInvolving pirates, beer volcanoes and characters
logians alike but has not been disproved, rather
like Captain IfOM)
supported by further evidence.
If you follow this, please say "RAmen." Along
Without an in-depth understanding of its
with its obvious spoof of Christianity comes an
mechanisms, society would not have the advancimportant point made b> its founder, Bobby es in areas such as genetics or medicine which
Henderson, reannJeceni of those made by supl>eople reap the benefits of daily.
porter! of the Celestial Teapot or the LnviaftSe
Intelligent design and Flying Spaghetti MonPink Unicorn.
sterism cannot be tested
Henderson
founded
by scientific methods
the religion in Jan. 2005
that require experiments
to protest the decision In
to be testable, repeatable
the Kansas State Hoard -it
and measurable.
It is absurd. It in no
Education to require the
However,
propoway resembles science.
teaching of intelligent denents for intelligent design in biology classrooms
sign argue it does not
95 disprove their theory,
as an alternative to biological evolution
which does include some
In B wideb publicized
scientific tidbits.
letter to the hoard. Hendenon Openh mocks the
But Henderson makes the same argument:
proposed concept by calling for the teaching ot
No one can prove his theory to be false. So does
his theory in conjunction with intelligent design
that mean it should be taught as an alternative
because of its equal validity.
to evolution?
Since supporters ol intelligent design ascerWhile following the unraveling of this debate,
tain it takes .1 thcistit view. Henderson argues which is a continuation of arguments made since
there is no arguable reason that his the. ,
Darwin's time, one can note how science, which is
not be taught.
supposed to be removed from theology, is now beHie central belief being there is an invisible and
ing used by some as a tool to advocate for or against
undctectable Hying Spaghetti Monster, wlmh ON
it; intelligent design is a prime example of what
ated the entire universe after drinking heavily "
manipulations of this study have been reduced to.
All evidence for evolution was planted by
It cannot be stressed enough the importance
the Flying Spaghetti Monster, in an effort to test
of an education including an understanding of
Pastafarians' faith.
evolution for future generations and possible
When scientific measurements, such as raramifications for its removal.
diocarbon dating, are made, the Flying Spaghetti
But, if it is to be forgotten, I, along with HenMonster changes the results.
derson, hope "these three theories are given
It is absurd. It in no way resembles science
equal time in our science classrooms across the
Te.iclung how .1 decline in pirates is responsicountry, and eventually the world: One-third
ble for global warming" in place of evolution is time for intelligent design, one-third time for
laughable.
Flying Spaghetti Monsterism. and one third time
Yet. as state education boards argue over al
for logical conjecture-based on overwhelming
lOVAnf public scln Mils to teach intelligent design,
observable evidence.
they would be opening up the curriculum to posTiffany Campbell is a student at West Virsibilities hke the SpaghrtleiK
ginia University in Morgantown, W. Va.

EVAN DYSON PHOTOGRAPHY
specializing in weddings, senior portraits
documentary photography and more ,
evandyson.com

//

evandysonphotography@gmail.com

East-

u
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East-West Yoga Offers:
Over 30 Classes per Week.
Classes for Members at S3.00-S3.50
All Experience Levels are Welcome

A World Class Studio
Located Right Here in

315 Lucy DIIVP
22801

JAC Card Accepted!

Things to Do When You Graduate:
10.

Take pictures with James Madison and Duke Dog.
James Madison - one of the nation's founders and the university's namesake and Duke Dog.
After your years at JMU, these two are practically family!
9.

Visit the Quad and Newman Lake one last time.
You've met and enjoyed time with friends in these prime campus locations. You've experienced periodic romps
across the Quad and sunbathed in both places. Be sure to walk them one last time.
8.

Dress up your mortar board.
Make a personal statement or express your school spirit. White tape and glitter suggested.
7.

Thank Mom and Dad.
After all of the emotional and financial support, your parents need a huge pat on the back.
6.

Catch one last view of Virginia from Reddish Knob.
A must -- one last white-knuckle drive to the highest peak in northern Virginia. No other peak
rises higher to the northeast before New York's Adirondacks
5.

Buy a class ring.
Keep the memories of JMU at hand - styled to show your college spirit
4.

Sign up for season tickets.
Join the Duke Club and sign up for season tickets It is best.to do this as soon as you
graduate to guarantee priority seating to the games.
3.

Stock up on Dukes gear.
Don't hide your pride. You can never have too much purple and gold!!!!!!
2.

Be an active Duke with the Alumni Association.
Stay in touch with JMU via the Newsletter, alumni directory and service opportunities.
It's the gift that keeps on giving.

1. Apply to JMU for Grad School.
Continue your education through one of JMU's
outstanding graduate degree programs.

I
www.jmu. edulgradl
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Crutchfield offers congratulations
to all graduates for their
success and we wish you
the best in the future.
For returning students,
we hope you have a fun
and safe summer and
we look forward to seeing
you in the fall.

CRUTCHFIELD
Cioverleaf Shopping Center. 109 S. Carlton St. ■ (540) 434-1000

Ifc4
Mattie Collier
Lindsey Cramer
Alii Guinta
Mary Hurt
Alii Knighton
Brandon Leonard
Brooke Nestor
Phuongnhu Nguyen
Jen Parco
Carrie Riggin
Tracy Seckler
Sarah Wilson

Lindsey Cramer
Kathleen Kenney
Alii Knkjhton
Tracy Seckler

Mike Hughes
Daniel Prendable

mc #
Jessica Prince

THANK YOU SENIORS FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT AND EFFORTS TO
MAKE JMU A BETTER PLACE! YOU ALL ARE GREATLY APPRECIATED AND
WILL BE MISSED! KEEP IN TOUCH AND BEST OF LUCK IN WHAT LIES AHEAD,
LOVE.THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER, OFFICE OF hEALTH PROMOTION,
THE WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER, CARE AND ONE IN FOUR.

GRADUATION SALE
ALL JMU APPAREL MARKED DOWN
T-SHIRTS, HOODIES. CAPS
Shuts pnced •* In* u $4 W

HOOOMW $I.>«*

caps $9 9&4»rnbrotd«red)

SALE STARTS
CUTS HIGHLIGHTS
PERMS
TEXTURE
COLOR
WAXING
AND MORE II

Thu. May 1st thru Sat. May 3rd
OPEN IOAM-5PM M-f, IOAM-7PM SAT
Store looted at 6O0J University Blvd (next to Costco)

^■-C— ■t-fXi\ '''" iV 'bU' f<" i,,fo"n*tl<"l!
■!,>-'- .y.-flfcl

THF provider ufnne JMU apparel since 1980

IsinMlM?
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T^ujjtJJyB||j
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$10°°

Haircuts for Guys!
(From 12 - 5pm)

New Hours!
Man. -Sat. 5:00am - 8:00pm
Sun. 8:00am - 2:30pm
heck out our menu on
Breakfast Only I I III

For 5 hours
on the 5th

OoLoaKOti com

1310 Hillside Ave
Harrisonburg

(~
|«,»««,.

Ac/oss froc*
Oft Pot* HopubU. *&J
ntrl to Sw<f

540-433-2229
M-F 10-8

Sat 9-5

L
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*58°

*2 oo

FOFF

OFF

Color or
Highlights

Any Haircut
Starts at $15

fantastic Sams fantastic Sams

Sun 12-5

No Appointment Noconaary
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Tanique Carter's Claim
to Three JMU Records

Unrequited, Unattached,
Unmatched

• In Friday's preliminary race at the conference
championships, Carter set a JMU record in the 100
meters with a time of 11.73 seconds. She placed
third in the Colonial Athletic Association meet by
running an 11.82 in the finals.

Carter sits alone in JMU history after setting
multiple school track records in her first year

• Carter broke her school record in the 200 meters
at the CAA (Championships on Saturday. Her time of
23.87 was second-best in the meet, and surpassed her
previous record of 24.08 set on April 4.

BYMATTHIW MCGOVERN

Tanique Carter took the winding road to JM U. But th
junior sprinter already holds women's track records in
the 100 meters and 200 meters, and was part of the
400-meter relay that set another school record at the
CAA Championships last weekend.
Things are starting to settle down.
Carter is in her first season competing for James
Madison, after she ran unattached last year because
Radford wouldn't grant her a release from her
scholarship. Madison sprints, hurdles and jumps
coach Bill Walton says he's handled the situation
delicately.
"I didn't really talk about changing a lot of
things," Walton said. "I became her third coach
in three years, and that's a pretty rough adjustment to go through. So most of last year was just
spent getting to know one another and developing a training base to work from for this year."
Carter wasn't a member of the track team in
her first year attending JMU. As a sophomore,
she had to drive herself to meets she wanted to
compete in and pay her own entry fee. A series of
obstacles brought her to this point, beginning with
a high school injury that dashed her chances of garnering multiple scholarship offers.
While attending Hermitage High School in Richmond, Carter tore the anterior cruciate ligament of her
right knee in the fall of her junior year. A casual game of tennis turned catastrophic.
"It was just one of my teammates on the tennis team,"
Carter said. "We were just playing for fun, but it got competitive — a little too competitive."
She scheduled surgery for Spring Break and was forced
to miss outdoor track season, losing her opportunity to impreu college coaches looking for recruits. It took her until indoor track her senior year to make a return, after she
rehabilitated at Hcalthsoulh Medical Clinic In Klt-tummd
three times a week for about five months.
Even when she started competing again, Carter's outlook
was discouraging. Her times were slower, her chances to run
at the next level dwindling.
"Her times were way below what she was running before,"
said Terry Brandon, Carter's mother, in a phone interview
Wednesday. "She felt like she wasn't ever going to get back to
her normal pace and she missed her opportunity in terms of being recruited, so it was really devastating for her emotionally."
But Carter was improving her times again near the end of
high school. Following the advice of one of her coaches, Carter
filled out online questionnaires to various schools making her
eligible to receive scholarship offers. Only Radford responded.
While Radford was the only school that offered her a scholarship, Carter had already been accepted to Virginia Tech academically and Brandon encouraged her to go there. She also
advised her daughter to apply to JMU, but Carter was focused
on getting a scholarship.
It turned out that the scholarship wasn't worth the trouble.
While she continued to recover strength after tearing her ACL,
there were issues with Radford's track program.
"She had some difficulties with the coaches," Brandon said.
"Their style was very different, they used a lot of profanity;
[there] was just a lot of tension among the team members."
But Carter respected her coaches — especially the sprints,
hurdles and jumps coach Bruce Berry.
"They were really good coaches," she says. "But sometimes
at meets they would get angry if you didn't perform well and
we would have team meetings where they would just yell...and
yell.

• Carter was also a part of the JMU record-setting
400-meter relay team. A 46.13 clocking earned
them second in the CAAs. Candace Nebs, Rashonda
Roberson and Leslie Anderson were also members
of the 4x100 team.

"I had instances where we would butt heads, and at a point
it got pretty bad. Toward the end it had gotten a lot better."
At one point, Berry was considering coaching elsewhere
and talked with Carter and three of her freshman teammates
about it. He wanted them to follow his lead.
But that fell through, and eventually the situation got
to a point where Carter figured she would be better off at
another school.
She came up with a plan she presented to a judicial
review board petitioning for a release from her scholarship, emphasizing that just as Berry would have been
allowed to leave the program after the season, she
should be granted a release from her scholarship to
transfer. She was denied under the rationale that Radford would be competing against JMU.
They would have granted her a release, her coaches
said, if she was transferring out of state. But Carter
was skeptical of that explanation.
"I think that it was a little bit of animosity," Carter
said, softening her voice. They wanted to prevent me
from running because I was leaving."
According to Brandon, there was constant controversy within the team and among the coaches. Carter's
roommate Ally Romanow was also on the team, and
she too left Radford at the end of the year. She didn't
get along with the distance running coach and wanted
to get closer to her hometown of Sterling, so she transferred to George Mason. But Romanow wasn't on a
scholarship, so she didn't have to deal with the stress
of arguing for a release.
Nobody from the coaching staff that Tanique
dealt with at Radford is still there.
When Carter transferred to JMU she found it
easier to get involved on campus. Organizations
had a stronger presence, she said, and the track
team doesn't typically travel as far as Radford,
which competes in the Big South Conference.
She was able to get involved in school organizations and still acclimate herself to the coaching staff at JMU. She participates actively in
the NAACP, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, and
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a national leadership and
honors organization.
Now Carter is preparing for the NCAA East
Region Championships, where she has qualified
for the 100- and 200-meter events. Whatever
she does in that meet, she'll be back next year
for possibly her last season.
But Carter gained a year of eligibility by
sitting out last year; she could go to graduate
school and compete at JMU after she gets her
psychology degree.
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COVERING THE BASES
WfS SHAW, ossistorrt sports editor

Who Needs an Ail-American?

phota by KSWA MODS/Ik h«n
JuflltM pitcher Mhn Wood is ont of the more Mpenewid rnembers
of a pikbing staff thai hoi witty improve*" from lost seoson
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It is said that nothing in baseball is more
important than starting pitching. Without it,
winning is only temporary and post-season
MUIV.V. is m\irl\ impossible
Last season, the Dukes had an All-American in their outfield, a man who was named
the National Co-Player of
the Year as a sophomore,
and who set three career
offensive school records
in his time at JMU. They
finished 22-31.
In June, the Dukes lost
Kellen Kulbacki to Major
League Baseball, drafted
by the San Diego Padres in
the supplemental round.
Kulbacki was only a junior, {L,
and he could Ijave stayed
for his senior year if he chose. Not surprisingly,
he left Harrisonburg to pursue a career in the
MLB, dratted 40th out of the more than 1,500
athletes chosen.
In just three years at JMU, the two-time CAA
player of the year set the all-time mark at Madison for homeruns (51), extra-base hits (105),
and slugging percentage (.755). He hit .398 and
slugged .785 while hitting 19 homeruns and

knocking in 49 runs last year. He lead the team
in each category.
Second to Kulbacki in batting average and
slugging percentage was then freshman Matt
Browning. The third baseman hit .393 and had
a .785 slugging percentage in "07.
'llirough 36 games this year. Browning was
hitting just .248 with an on base percentage at
.321, trailing all regular starters in both categories as of Monday.
The Dukes also lost their No. 3 and No. 4
best statistical hitters from last year, Mitchell
Moses (.347) and Davis Stoneburner (.324). to
graduation.
So with the departure of three of their best
four hitters, and with the other in a season-long
slump, one would assume the Dukes' win total
to IK- down from last year, right?
Wrong.
In '07, JMU was 11-17 in the Colonial Athletic Association and finished the regular season in ninth — despite having one of the best
hitters in the country on its side.
As of Tuesday, the Dukes are 27-10 (16-4 in
CAA), second in the conference and only two
games behind first-place UNC-Wilmington. In
MI

WES SHAW. HP It

Retshirl freshman Tram Knight (?) averages 414 in SB at bats (Ms
MOSM, but also has a S-l record and 476 era in 14 oppeoromes

Sophomore Matt Browning may have broken out of his slump with
a big homerun in Tuesday's win over Liberty He was 24 in the
gome, raising his average to 255
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tact, its in-conference win percentage is up over
400 from last year, from .393 to .800.
"We have a different attitude this year," Steven Caseres, a sophomore first baseman, said. "We
know we're gonna come out and win. Last year was
liflemnt We kind of struggled, we lost a couple of
1 lose games. This year we just have this attitude 11
yon mess up, you know someone is gonna be there
ui pick you up."
In the offseason, the Dukes lost 10 of their 28
Uitermen, and three of their nine starters from
the '07 season. Where they weren't bombarded by
i.uluation, however, was in their starting pitching rotation. Three of JMU's four starters from last
- ll [flurned for 2008.
While the rotation last season wasn't stellar,

(6.27 team ERA, eighth in the CAA) returning
experienced, veteran pitchers has been crucial to
the Dukes' success this year.
As of Monday, JMU's 5.12
team ERA ranked second in
the CAA. behind only that of
UNCW.
Ace Kyle Hoffman, Justin Wood, and Kurt Houck's
combined win-loss record has
gone from 11-18 last year to
13-4 in '08. The trio's collective ERA has dropped from 7.1
to 5.0.
This year [our pitching
staff] got a year older," Caseres said. "Basically,
the big difference is that they are throwing strikes.

getting ahead of batters. I've said it to a lot of guys
Stepping up big offensively all year for JMU
on the team, it's just a huge difference in col- have been Caseres and junior outfielder Brett Selllege baseball. If you throw strikes, you're gonna ers, along with senior captain and second baseman
be successful. The second you fall behind and Joe Lake.
you gotta throw a 2-0 fastball, that's gonna get
Caseres has upped his .298 from last year to
pounded around the park, especially with metal .342 in '08. He also already exceeded his '07 RBI
bats'
total of 40. He was at 45 as of Tuesday, with at
Coach Spanky McFarland s bullpen is led by least 14 games remaining in his season.
two freshmen, but he feels it has been as key to
Sellers didn't play for much of last season bethe Dukes' success this year as the rotation. In 12 cause of back problems, but has been able to battle
appearances this year, Kevin Munson has a 1.08 back to lead the Dukes in hitting this year. His avERA and three saves, while Trevor Knight h*s a erage is at a ridiculous .439, slugging .770 with 11
4.76 ERA and four saves in 14 appearances.
home runs.
"Our starters, for the most part, have been able
"I don't know if we really look at it like we're
to go fairly deep in the game," McFarland said. "So filling Kellen's hole," Sellers said. "We look at it
we're having a lot more quality
like we personally have a job
starts [than last year).
to do. Steve is one of those
"And our bullpen is a lot bet- (4
guys that's gonna have a good
ter. A lot of them are freshmen,
year anyway Ive had hot
but they're quality freshmen.
hand pretty much all year, and
We told them before the season,
attitude this year. We h°p^fu|,y everything continwe said, 'Look, if we're gonna
have a good year, you guys are
know we're aonna
At .973. the Dukes lead
gonna have to not pitch like
the CAA in fielding percentfreshmen,' and they've pitched
age, committing only 38 errors
like veterans.'
-STEVEN CASERES through 37 games. Pitching and
The even better news for the
defense go hand in hand, and
SMMM firy btstnwn
Dukes; along with their two best
it is not a coincidence that the
relievers, three of their top four
■
9* second best pitching staff in the
starters will be back again next
conference has the best fielders
year. Houck and Wood are juniors, and Hoffman behind it.
is only a sophomore.
"Our defense is better than last year," McFarAnd while hitters like Kutbacki are very rare, land said. "We've improved pitching and defense
offenses in general can be replenished fairly easily. and I think our offense has maintained."
Starting pitching rotations cannot be.
JMU hasn't won a CAA title in over 20 years.
Even with Browning's fall off and the losses of It has been the runner-up, however. With the secKutbacki, Moses and Stonebumer, the Dukes' of- ond best pitching staff and second best offense in
fense has flourished this season.
the conference, no year looks better this. (UNCW
"1 think last year we may have had some better is top in the CAA in ERA, but fourth in team bathitters, but we didn't have as many," McFarland ting average.)
said. "This year one through nine we're getting
The Dukes will face the first place Seahawks
contributions from different people."
for the first time this season May 9-11 in a possible
With a .322 team batting average, the Dukes preview of the CAA championship match. The top
are second in the CAA, up from .299 and sixth two CAA teams will likely meet with a regular seain '07. They have scored 7.6 runs per game as of son championship on the line, and it should be no
Monday, a significant increase from the 6.9 of last surprise to anyone that the conference's best ERA
season.
will be on the line as well.

We have a different

'

were gonna
come out and win.

Track & Field Finishes Third at CAAs
0 THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 0

Congratulates
our2007-2008 Graduates!
We are also pleased to announce recipients of awards and scholarships:

The Dukes earned a third-place finish in the CAA
Championship meet last weekend, behind champion William & Mary and Northeastern. For most
sports at JMU, the conclusion of a CAA championship or tournament would mean the end of a season,
but track & field still has more than a month to go.
The Dukes wll be at Penn Relays this weeki'nd.
from Wednesday to Saturday. NCAA championships are the official end to the collegiate track and
field season, but they don't happen until mid-June.
Although Tanique Carter stole the show for the
Fluke* ui

English Awards:
Klla Kebekah Saunders
Joseph Corbin Craft
Virginia Elizabeth Daniel
Virginia Leigh Ficker
Brian Peter Forman
Bria Kathleen Gardner
Valerie Apige Hargis
Callyn Anne Lepine
Alex Frederick Norcross
Rosanne Elizabeth North
Teagan Mai lory O'Bar
Caitlin O'Neill Scarano
Stephen Harrold Schiller
Roger Clark Sollenberger

Overall Excellence Award
Film Studies Award
Creative Writing Fiction Award
World Literature Award
American Literature Award
Women's Literature Award
English Language Studies Award
Geoffrey Morley-Mower Award
David Hallman Award
Medieval and Renaissance Award
African-American Literature Award
English Service Award
Teacher-Scholar Award
CreativeWriting Nonfiction Award
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record

breaking performances, JMU had many other athletes contribute to the third-place performance.
Junior Christine Nicewonger finished second

in the heptathalon with 4,784 points, breaking her
own school record.
Sophomore Katelyn Guerriere took third in the
long jump with a distance of 12.04 meters, as the
Dukes' top placing jumper.
Junior Caitlin O'Malley was Madison's top distance performer, finishing second in the 10,000
meters at 37:16.
Junior Aspen Foster was third in the 3,000meter steeplechase, clocking at 11:06.01, only 12
seconds behind the winner from W&M.
Jessica Wade was Madison's top thrower, finishing second in the shot put with a 45.01 foot distance.
— from staff reports

Need Roommates?

2008-2009 English Scholarships:
Helen Katherine Hagy
Karly Kristine Molerteri
Caitlyn Marie Plotkin

Joye and Robert Ledford Scholarship
Faculty Prize in Eng. Lang, and Lit.
Stanley Rhys Say Scholarship

Come to

35%
Oak & Solas SAVE
off second sofa or chair
IwdltkcHm,**»!«»«

„h«n you buy the fircl al
regular price!

SPRING

UPHOLSTERY

SALE

d^shby
rossing
We still have spaces
available!

SAVE 25%
on fabric
by the yard:
Choose from
over 30,000
fabrics in our
Design Center!

First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

A, B, C, D
E, F, G, H
I, J, K, L

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

1191 Devon Lane Harrisonburg,Va 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com
226;Southm.nSIIMI
"»"*«*»•«■» HW1

(540)432-1383
houieofoil com

Mon-Fn-10AM 8PM
S.turd.y - 9AM - 6PM
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Steinbrenner's Son Lacks Stubborn Streak
BY JOHNETTE HOWARD

The only thin* worse than Hank Ktrinhn-nncr's
impetuous demand thai he wanted setup man Joba
Chamberlain moved to the New York Yankees' starting rotation right away was the startling retreat that
Steinbrenner made on Monday. Sure, criticism was
|H-lting down on him. But since when does a Steinbrenner apologize? Pull yourself together, son. Do
you have tin* onions for this gig or not?
I lid At ill-* I he It u n ever apologize for having a bad
temper?
Did General MacArthur tell the enemy forces he
routed in World War II, ""Hey, about those bridges we
blew up? My bad."?
Did the original Boss ever confess that backing
Nixon or siccing a creep like Howie Spira on Dave
Winfield was a bad idea? Did George ever say that
sparring with Reggie, growling at A-Rod or scalding
general manager Brian Cashman with that warning
that Cashman was too harsh''
Being a Steinbrenner means never saying you're
sorry.
Yet there was Hank on Monday evening, releasing a backpedaling statement on Chamberlain that
read, "We're not going to rush this. I think most people agree with me, including the baseball people and
most <>! the fans, that soonerorlater.it would be nice
if he were a starter."
"Nice"?

I think I'm gonna hurl.
Who's in charge here anyway? All of a sudden I do
not recognize this man. He looks like a Steinbrenner,
frowns majestically like a Steinbrenner, still enjoys
calling his employees "idiots" and loves the imperial
use of the word T when he's speaking for the entire
organization. But now Hank seems to be saying hell
actually let his baseball stall pick and nurture the talent and his manager make out the Yankees' lineup.
1 want a DNA test.

Maybe I'm just disoriented because I remember
the old days. The Boss never gave in. Tuesday, one
of his past victims, former Yankees Manager Buck
Showalter, was asked to weigh in on Hank's initial
rant. And Showalter, who was fired by The Boss on
the eve of the Yankees' dynasty taking off under Joe
Torre, couldn't bring himself to utter the word "Steinbrenner" even once in the first segment I saw.
He said "ownership" instead.
Now granted, Showalter's word choice might
have been a completely subconscious tic.
But that's the point.
The Boss' explosions were not the most humane
way to run a franchise, but you have to admit, they
did gain him a foothold in his people's minds. For decades Yankees players and managers have parroted
Steinbrenner's edict that only a championship will
do.
Anyone who joins the Yankees knows the job description includes a high-pressure grind of 162 onegame seasons. Optimum performance is expected
every time out. No excuses.

A few years ago when reliever Tom Gordon was
asked during spring training if he thought the Yankees forgave him for a bad playoff performance the
year before, Gordon quickly said. "Yes." How could
he be so sure? "I'm still here." Gordon said.
But now, are hairline fractures in the (Jreat Wall
of Steinbrenner starting to show?
Now we not only have a Steinbrenner saying
it "would be nice" if one of his wishes come true. A
couple weeks ago when the Yankees found out that
construction worker who is a Red Sox fan hid a David
Ortiz jersey in some concrete as it was being poured
at the new stadium, they didn't cackle "HA!" and dismiss it as a pathetic little stunt. They didn't preen
about letting Ortiz take a forever dirt nap. No.
They ordered a work crew to jackhammer through
two feet of cement and pull out the tattered Ortiz jersey in yet another show of vulnerability
Don't you hate vulnerable?
In case you haven't noticed, Ortiz has gone on a
tear since his jersey was freed on April 13, the day he
was shockingly benched for a game at Fenway against
the Yankees. Heading into Tuesday night's action, he
had increased his batting average 107 points MIHT
then, and picked up 13 of his 15 RBIs.
The extricated shirt is now for sale on eBay, with
the proceeds going to a Red Sox charity that funds
cancer research, which is lovely. The bidding ends
Wednesday, and it's clear what Hank must do.
Win that auction.
Then bury that shirt again.
Show everyone who's Boss around here.

Breeze Sports

Breezesports@gmail.com

spot with a win over JMU in Harrisonburg
this weekend.
With a JMU win, however, there
would be a four-way tie, with GMU and
JMU both at 4-3 as well.
Then tie-breaker scenarios would
come into play, which would favor the
Dukes, who have beaten Hofstra already
this year.
Friday's game will be played at home
for JMU. something that will give it a huge
aihantage entering its biggest game of the
season.
The Dukes have lost only once in Harrisonburg this year, to W&M earlier this
month. They are 6-1 at home, including a
win over nationally ranked Stanford.
All season long the Dukes have been
led by seniors Julie Stone and Annie Wagner.
The duo have combined for 58 goals
and 13 assists entering Friday's game.
Sophomore midfielder Kim Griffin and
senior attacker Emily Haller have each
added 21 of their own.
—from staff reports

Write for
next fall.
E-mail us at

Lacrosse Finishes Regular
Season Friday with GMU
With a win over George Mason. JMU
will be guaranteed a spot in the conference tournament next weekend. If the
Dukes lose to the Patriots on Friday, however, their season will be over and they
will have to wait until next spring to win a
Colonial Athletic Association Title.
.IMC kept its hopes for a spot in the
t >ni nament alive with two big conference
wins this weekend. It defeated Hofstra 108 on Friday and Drexel 10-9 on Sunday.
Entering Thursday. DM Dukes are
sixth in the conference, fighting for a top
four spot needed to make CAAs. Only two
in -conference games remain, with four
V-1 ms still vying for two open spots.
Top seeded Towson and William &
Man have already clinched the top two
seeds, with GMU, Hofstra, Delaware and
JMU all in the contention for the final two.
With a win. the Dukes will finish 4-3
in the CAA and improve to .500 overall for
the season, at 8-8.
Delaware and Hotstra have already
concluded their conference schedules this
Mimpp, each finishing at 4-3* GMU is curirmly 4-2 and would clinch a tournament

Interested in
sports?
New writers are
always welcome
to join the Breeze
staff.

by September
or come to our
office in
Anthony-Seeger
Hall on Sundays
and Wednesdays.
W-or AiMtWr Mtrtrntm tu«4w Km ttarlad rmn gam* for *• Dvlt* and ranks fifth op th« HOT
with 13 goals this season. JMU will be playing lor a spot in the CW lournomtnl against GMU
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Bob Keefer

Keefer Uw Firm PI.C
70 N. Mason Si,Suite 120
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
540.433.6906

FIVE MISTAKES THAT CAN WRECK YOUR CRIMINAL DEFENSE
In dus pamphlet I reveal what prosecutors will try to do to convict you. for a free E-Copy of this
pubhrarion email Boh at Bob(a!BobKeeferljnMom Rease plare the phrase Criminal 103 in the reference line.
SEVEN WAYS TO AVOID CRIMINAL COURT
In this pamphlet I reveal seven ways to avoid arrest and roroirbon. This booklet contains obsetvaboni of how to
avoid trouble that 1 haw seen over my 24 yean experience, for a free E-Copy of this pubhraoon email Bob at
BoD@BobKrefcrIjw.com. Hease place die phrase Criminal 104 in the reference line.

East Coast's largest shop!
33,000 sq. ft. of
Wake - skate- surf - style
Are you ready for
summer?

ummer

HEADQUARTERS!

How about your
computer and
computing accounts?

REEF * QAJfCKSfLVEft * HOXY
SU>iGL>ASSES * SWfMSUfTS
SANUK*KUSTOM*SPLfT
WAKE & SUR.FteOARI>S

Information Technology would
like to share some tips to keep
your computer and accounts
operational over the summer
to ensure a successful start
next fall

For mote information, contact the
JMU Computing HelpDesk at

540-568-3555
1

www jmu edu/computing/helpdesk

| Information Technology
I

433.7201

www.function4sports.com
Next door to Applebee's

tma

James Madison University

Set a Secret Question to be able to
teset your e-ID password (for e-mail,
e-campus & mote) any time, any
where, at yout convenience To set a
question, login to the Accounts portal
(accounts jmu edu) and select "e-ID
Password/Secret Question" Then,
click on "Change my Secret
Question to cteate a question and
answer that only you know
Read Your JMU E-mail All Summer
for computing account password
expiration notices and other important
news Be sure to change your
password when notified of expiration
so you won't need to visit the
Computing HelpDesk your first day
back to JMU
Keep Up with Your E-mail Quota by
logging into Webmail and checking
and deleting unnecessary e-mail in
your "Junk Mail" and other folders
(even if you forward your e-mail to
another account) Be sute to click on
'Empty My Trash" to free up quota!
Continue to Protect Your
Computer All Summer by following
the instructions on our
RUNS.AFE site
http //www jmu edu/computing/runsaf
e and also by clicking on the
Symantec AnttVirus Gold Shield for
LiveUpdates and the Windows
Update Icon for Critical Updates
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FOR All JAMIS MADISON UNIVIRSITY
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
DiwffMt apalll to ragaktf rrlotl artdag.
Mm >r eual Coaipni I.D. at ttan •!
•ilwott. So atol* 1ST d.to.i.

The 'James 'Madison "University Chapter of tfie
National Association for the advancement ofColored(People
Mistory Meets the future—JA Q(etrospectn t

AnnuaCImage Awards Ceremony

-ii 1 '"r."'*'—'?!.'■■" *■ »■«■■—• y_ ......
FREE Undercm Inspection t Estimate

A/C Service - Batteries - Belts Brakes
Oil Change - Transmission Fluid Service
Tires ■ Tune-Ups ■ And Much More

Congratulations (DistinguishedLeaders!

Nolionwidi Lifeline Wonanlicf
Ill «kM IW l~*i,

wwwjnetneke.com

Open Man-Sot
7:30 am to 6:00 am

Student Awards

KAPLAN

TEST PRFP AND
ADMISSIONS

(Freshman Leaden of the -Year

Courtney Wu—Alpha Kappa Delta <PHi Sorority, Inc.
<Donte Jiggetts—(Brothers of a Jfew Direction

Sophomore Leaders of the Year

Ivaco Claris—Students for Minority Outreach
Zachary Lane—(Brothers of a New (Direction

Last chance to prep
for the LSAT!

Junior Leaders of the tear

Karen Sin—Asian Student Vnion
(Paris Hamilton—Alpha (Phi Alpha (Fraternity, Inc.

Senior Leaders of the "tear

Whitney (Davis—Students for Minority Outreach
■Michael Trempong—Alpha (PhiAlpha (fraternity, Inc.

T/TH Class for the
June Exam Starts

04/29/2008
Higher LSAT score guaranteed or your money back.
Seating is limited! Call or visit us online today to enroll.

1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/lsat
'CMO Kt "Cli—1—J
r toNAwai «.«« <•

graduate Student of the tear

Tracy Lanier—(Peer Mentor (Program

Guiding Light Awards
(Faculty Member of the tear

Mrs. (Diane Strawbridge—Centennial Scholars (Program

Staff Member of the tear

Mrs. <Dusty%fu\au—Center for MulticulturalStudent Services

Advisor of the tear

Ms. Tiffany (Jary—Students for Minority Outreach

Unsung Jfero Award

Chupiita Xing—Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

Taylor Award

(ftrittnie Syies—Contemporary gospel Singers

Blaify Award

Karla Smith—Sigma gamma (Rfu> Sorority, Inc.

Sorority Member of the tear

Ashley Claris—Sigma gamma (Rfio Soronty, Inc.

(Fraternity Member of the tear

(Brandon (Brown—Alpha (Phi Alpha 'Fraternity, Inc.

(Presidents Award

Jerrica (Browder—(Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Iin-fjNM••»•*> WHOMtun •■Oilu'iWi Woo Fall

frward fycipients, Nominees, and (Participants

Tfian^you!
Pizza - Subs - Pasta
We Deliver

Congrats

Graduates!!
We look forward to serving all May Session students
and students staying in Harrisonburg for the Summer.

Specials:
-Free Bread Sticks with any 2 large Pizzas
-$2 off any large Margherita Pizza
-Free drink with any 2 slices of Pizza.

The purpose of the JMU chapter of the NAACP is to improve
the educational, social, and economic status of all groups with special
regards for underserved populations including sexual orientation; to
eliminate racial prejudice; to keep the public aware of the adverse

Check out our entire menu on
(iol^)okOn.com

Hours: Tues-Sun. 10:30-11
540.434.6177
1326 Hillside Dr. - Starbucks Center

effects of racial discrimination; and to take all lawful action to secure
its elimination, consistent with the National Board of Directors.

Editor: Megan Williams

nterfalnment

Assistant Editor: Kirsten Robinson
breezearls@gmail.com

Stand-Up to
Lighten Up

Shakespeare
Comedy With
a Fresh Twist

Jim Breuer makes stop at JMU
as part of 'Breuniversity Tour'

www.thebreeze.org
Thursday, April 24,2008

BY SEAN SANTIAGO
contributing writ*

Director Wolf Slier rill u
happy with his first JMU
production. He has every reason
to be. Twelfth Night" incorporati
innovative design techniques that
engage the audience with the world
onstage. The actors delve into their roles
with visible enjoyment and the .iiidience
laughs appreciatively at almost e\ ery joke,
sherrill's version of the classic piny takes place
on a Caribbean island somewhere between the
Florida Keys and Cuba, in 1937. The director is
quirk to establish his disinterest in the politics
of the time, citing his motivation for the setting as
hit desire for a time period that was modem, but not
too modern.
'I had conversations with the designers about what
kind of world we wanted to be in," Sherrill said. 'As a
director I have a vision of something and 1 can't use
CGI [Computer Generated Image to achieve it)."
The man in charge ol bringing Sherrill's vision to life
onstage ia set designer John Burgess, whose background
in film helped him utilize the i-D space with a number
of pieces mounted on casters for easy interchanges tiihn.
This resulted in a compellingly versatile and realistic
world.
This kind of comedy [lends) itself to these bright
vivid environments," Burgess said.
Produced on a $2,0110 dollar budget, the set simulates
various locations through the addition and subtraction of
elements.
"We really had to be resourceful," said Burgess, who
worked with his army of student assistants to finish the set
in five weeks.
Those in the audience who are familiar with
only the plot as filtered through Amanda Rvnm's tween"
comedy, "She's The Man," it goes as follows. Viola is
separated from her brother Sebastian in a shipwreck. She
comes ashore in Illyria. where she disguises herself as a man
and works for the duke Orsino, who loves the countess
Olivia, who tails lor Viola - now going by the name Cesario
- upon meeting her - pretending to be a him. Will
Sebastian and Viola be reunited? Will each character find
his Off her true love?
Such a plot easily lends itself to the jovial histrionics
of the actors, none of svhom shy away from hamming
it up while updating the Bard'schallenging dialogue
with a directional hand gesture or two.
"(Shakespeare's) writing is so universal," said
senior Jackson Thompson, who plays Sebastian.
That's wh> people can put it in diverse places "
Thompson plans to attend UCLA next year to
pursue a Master of Fine Arts in acting. Twelfth
Night" is Thompson's fourth Mainstage
Production. As he prepares lo graduate
he notes that, "there's n sense of energy and
rejuvenation that Wolf is bringing to the
program... he treats actors with such
respect"
Sophomore David Blore, who plays
Orsino. says of their director, "(He)
brings a lot of energy and it's
contagious .when he speaks, lie.ids
turn."
Compared with other directors
in the theater department. Blore
has noticed "a chronological gap between their
perspective and ours.'

Play contains mistaken identity and
cross-dressing all on a Caribbean island

p*K*e avtay ol Unrvmny Profrom Umi
BY SARAH MEAD
(on'ribu'ioj writer
For students looking for some comedic relief
amid the stress of the impending exam week, comedian Jim Breuer will be coming to campus for
.1 sl.iiul-up performance, which should help take
the edge off all those papers and projects looming

ahead.
Breuer. a New York native, is most well known
for his role as "Goat Boy" on "Saturday Night Live."
He WM on the show from 1995 to 1998. He is also
known for his role as Brian in the movie "Half

Baked.'
When asked what drew him toward a career
in comedy. Breuer said. "My whole family is runin we are always together and always laughing.
I knew 1 wanted to be a comedian since I was in
6th grade."
He said that his favorite form of comedy is without a doubt stand-up. Individuals who inspired him
to pursue a career in comedy were Steve Martin.
Eddie Murphy and Richard Pryor, among others.
Currently, Breuer hosts his own daily radio
show. "Breuer Unleashed." on Sirius Satellite Radio. He has interviewed many stars, including
Jetty Seinfeld. Willie Nelson and Bill Cosby. He
is tlsu piesently the host of the VHi show "Web
Junk 20."
Breuer has worked with many comedians, such
as Chris Kattan, Colin Quinn and Howard Stern.
When asked whom his favorite comedian or actor
to work with was, he said. "Dave Chappelle - he
is b> far the funniest and most original guy to be
■round Chappelle also starred in "Half Baked."
Describing the biggest perk to comedy, Breuei
said. It heals people."
So. it you are looking for a little healing laughtei tnd itreM relief, be sure to attend Jim Breuer's
comedy performance today at 8 p.m. in Memorial
I It II ,ts part of his "Brueniversity Tour." Tickets are
currently on sale in Warren Hall for only $5 with a

Sdwol ol Hieotre ond dome performs Shakespeare comedy twelfth Night
ot lotimet Sdioeffei Uteotte this well. Duke Orsino (lop) ployed by
David Blore, it "in love" with Olino (block dent) ployed by All Ho>n,
who it "in love' with Violo (hat), played by Bloii Bowers, whom the
believes it a man Violo lolls in love with Oisino who doesn't know
he K a womon ond in turn (alls in love with him/her too. Confuted?

.i\< Card

Local Band Earning a Name, Realizing Potential
Upstart band, Esthetics, defines their mix of
hip-hop and alternative as 'simple, soulful'

^s|n.^^
jtpeH^
^■\ ^^^B

I week for the peal month.
St.ishenkoand Lee got a chance
In perform their newly-minted
songs at the "Rock For Relief."' a decidedly informal chantv event held
last week in the Festival Ballroom.
Earherice wee tnst op Ai event
coordinators hurriedly constructed

BYWHITTENMAHfR
fht Btmi

Sophomore Mike William.
»Ui« br DAMD LONMOUtST/A* JTMJ

out
about
town

What's happenin'
around the 'Burg

Twenty-four hours before their
first concert. I,ee Stashenko and
Mike Williams decided on their
band's name: Esthetics. Both JMU
students. Williams is a music Industry minor and Stashenko plans
to be in thai minor soon. Mash
enko wears flip-flops. William-*
sports Air Jordans. MusicalK.
though, they're on the same |>age.
and they're bringing a fresh fusion
of hip-hop and alternative to the
Madison music scene.
The band was formerly known
as Nocturnal, but they were contacted by a rapper who'd already

chimed the name TIMQ W been
recording at a fellow JMT student's
i apartment, putting out ;i sting a

PowerPoint alidea fan the enow, the
boys readied thcmeclvee for their
Brat performance, eetrJnj up M

Sophomore lee Stoihenko

their PJ, Brendan "B-Rob" RobinBan, donned Ins headphones
Turnout to the event wae low In
the first hour, with attendance bovering around 20. including .1 small

contingent of the band's friends.
Junior Christie Whitehead said the hand was norm.ilk Mime
thing she would dance to, but she "was a little intimidated l>\ the
empty room."
But Bath) lit -^wasn't discouraged, and by the end the hand laovJful beats had driven about a do/en girls to dance and break it down

TODAY:
Teen Talent Show
The Fourth Annual Teen Talent Show features local
high school students performing a variety of talents There will be food and door prizes, and
the first 50 audience members receive a free
movie ticket. This event is at 6 p.m. at Lucy F.
Simms Continuing Education Center; 620 Simms
Ave.The show is sponsored by Teen Pregnancy Prevention at JMU's Institute for Innovation in Health
and Human Services The talent show is free

in the near-empty venue.
What s apparent from the start — and what shone through during
Ksthetic's first stage performance — is the harmony in which Stashenko and William work together. Stashenko intently strummed the
guitar, bringing a jam-band feel and melodic lyrics while Williams
In >lds Ins mie close, working the stage with the swagger of a seasoned
hip-hop performer.
"For their first show, they did great and they have potential,"
junior Allie Sinape said. "I think [their sound] is like hip-hop
meets alternative. It's something that everybody will really get into
cauec it's a little hit of
everything."
And Ksthctics will
BOOn have a chance to
realize that potential.
Jonathan RcTadoost,
owner of the popular Web
site JMtuidyxvm, plans
on making Fsthehes the
site's featured band soon.
Rczadoost heard the song
on MySpace and decided
to interview them.
see BAND, poge 70

Junior Brandon "Mob" Robinson

SATURDAY:

SUNDAY:

Symphony Concert

Spring Bands Concert

The JMU Symphony will perform
at 8 p.m. at Wilson
Hall Auditorium,
This concert will
feature the winners of the School
of Music Concerto Competiton
Admission is $2 at the door

The concert bands at |MU will combine to
present an old-fashioned band concert.
These bands include the Wind Symphony, Symphonic Band, Concert Band and
University Band. The concert will be at
3 p.m m Wilson Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $8 and $10 Reservations may
be made through the Masterpiece Season box office
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NIGHT: Director Modernizes
j Couric Lacks Gravitas Vital for News
Classic Tale in Inaugural Show
BY HANNAH HAYES
Iht Mawf (U Missouri)

NIGHT horn pap 19

a gap Wolf bridges.
"With Wolfs direction I feel 1 understand
the group initiative, like passing energy to other
characters...if you lose that energy it beoomea
dull," junior Stefan Gural said. His previous exix'riences with Shakespeare include directing
Tom Stoppard's "The Fifteen Minute Hamlet" for
last semester's DirectorsFest. As the boisterous
drunkard Sir Toby Belch, Gural applies his acting
philosophy that, "if you personify (Shakespeare's]
language it bdptothen understand It'

Sophomore Jamie Loving*! role in the production wen) beyond tint of bet character, the witt)
fool Feata Loving compotad original songs for the
production, which die perforate outage.
"I'm a musician for inw-ll ,HKI I'm an actor for
the people ! \e never performed for people hefore...but I'm not going to raernVc the validity of
m\ character for penonal comfort.*1 Irving said.
"I think i'\c done everj single Shafcaepaare
production this u.u .m»l it waenl 00 purpose.
I'm speaking in iambic iH-ntameter without even
realizing it.

BAND: Brings New Sound to JMU
BAND from page 19

"I think they offer a fresh, new perspective ot
the t\pe of music JMU students are making." he
said. "I personally like the beats and can't wait to
beat more from them."
Williams defines their sound as "soulful, simple."
While Stashenko and Williams comprise the
artistic core of the band. Esthetics is a fluid, ereBttve endeavor. They've featured a female vocalist
on one of their songs so far and express interest
in continuing with different collaborators When
asked about the difference between hip-hop and
rap, Williams replied, "the labels, I don't think
they really matter anyway."

Kstheties ended its "Rock For Relief" set 11st on
a high note with Change The World. I Ming which
samples Shirley Brown's Woman to Woman."
While there will he D1
>' UN samples,
Ntaslienko said that A * MI t delinr theii sound. The
guys seem just as comfortable crafting their own
songs ,(s the) do layering then own material on a
sampled beat

"Change The World1 la ebon! vrfa

is headed, the hand said, They plan on staying a
few weeks into tin rummer to Continue building
their body of wurkrAfter lli.it. nist where are they
headed?
To the top," Stashenko said, grinning.

Use your degree to open some new doors.
MAKING THE GRADE ■.

• Signature ,U. V

NISSAN
FRONTIER

ONL"
AT

564-1111, 1-800-763-7631

Congratulations to our 2008 Seniors!
Julie Alt
Rachel Barker
Kalherine Bennett
Kristin Birk
Carla Blumenthal
Amanda Bornarth
Jaime Campbell
Kerri-Jean Carter
Katherine Cestare
Kathryn Chesney
Elizabeth Cipollo
Heather Denucce
Amanda Deutinger
Katheryn Dow
Beth Foster

$1,000 GRAD CASH!
NO PAYMENTS 'TIL JULY!
www Junrtaonburgntauirv com
caw* raaaawillaaatmalui-n*

COLUMBIA, Mo. - My birthday is coming
up and I only have one wish this year: I would
like CBS to banish Katie Couric to the morning
hours for good and bring back Dan Rather.
I am part of three generations of solid devotion to the ruddy, clever Texan and my life has
newr lieen the same since his departure from the
"CBS Evening News" in 2005. In fact, after his final sign off, I think my mom and I cried..1 little.
Who was going to compare things to turnip soup
or crackling hickory fires'' Dan's successor certainly wasn't going to offer such aphorisms like
"let's hit these biscuits with another dab of gravy"
during the next election.
Especially if Dan's successor was Katie Conricj .111 idea concocted by Lcs Moonves, to be a
cure-all for CBS's ratings issues
I don't understand the logic. Hiring Couric
to give me my news is like asking Jim Carrey
to be serious and successful. It's like giving me
Hamburger Helper when I wanted a New York
Strip.
This may be a stretch, but think if the\ sent
Jim Lehrer away and asked Rainbow Brite to
fill in.
Sure, she has cool, magical power and the kids
love her, but it doesn't mean I want her to tell me
what's going on in Iraq. It doesn't mean I want
her to explain the complexities of our economic
recession.
When it comes to the news. Lee, people don't
want their kid sister, Katie. They want the wise,
sagely knowledge of their grandfather.
And that's what Rather was. Sure, he was

a little loopy sometimes and started going on
about frogs and Jell-O. but he's someone you
felt you trusted. I mean this man followed
rebels in the mountains of Afghanistan for
Pete's sake.
Now we have Couric. giggling like a tipsy sorority girl with Steve Hartman, while yon send
Lara Logan to the depths of humanity, I
Attkisson to kick Congress in the pants and forget
all about Kimherly Deader HKMC are the women
you should have looked to if you wanted to have
the first female anchor.
These are women who may not ne.
ily have commercial appeal or ratings, hut
who have seen things and have experience
that stretches beyond the studio As Rather,
himself, would say "Ratings don't last
journalism d
I mean, c'mon Lcs. did you BOa thai video on
mydamnchanneicom? The outtakea of Oourk
saying "dude" and "bro" far too man) timea and
snorting over how funny she thinks she is making
fun of Rather?
Am I really supposed to believe some l,ul>
who said, "I'm just laying some Jewish guilt on
you bro."
I think that's a little too much to ask.
And yeah, there was the whole sloppy 11
big on George Bush's Vietnam service, but can't
we bun- the hatchet and the lawsuit for the mice
of network news?
I think the people have spoken. We don't want
to watch cufeouer7ood.com after work. We WaAl
to watch the news.
So can't we hug it out and bring Dan back
just for a little bit? Please. 1 hate to use another
Ratherism. but Couric is a too-small bathing
suit on a too-long ride home from the beach.

2275 E. Mark* «t
Overtook!* VdtoylM
Crwcfc Out Our Qraat
IilicHon of U—d ViNdn Tootl

Kimberly Fuhrmeister
Alii Galvin
Kristine A. Garcia
Allison Guinta
Heather Guzek
Katherine Heubach
Christina Hines
Lauren Hnatowski
Sarah Johannes
Kameryn Kitts
Laura Layman
Colleen Lynch
Stephanie Marino
Leigh Marple
Kirsten McGlone

*t

Mary Kate Morris
Stephanie Myers
Michelle Panasiewicz
Carrie Riggin
Jamie Seested
Kimberly Simmons
Jennifer Spiteri
Emma Sutherland
Shannon Thacher
Lindsey Troup
Catherine Wiacck
Taylor-Lee
Wickersham
Elizabeth Wilkins

The sisters of Delta Delta Delta

"ON NtSSANS SHOWN IN AD "NO PAYMENTS
WITH APPROVED CREDIT OFFER ENDS tt30,oa

Little
Caesars
52 S. Carlton St.
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(across from Cloverleaf Shopping Center)

540-438-8080
WetaketheJACard!
Try our drive-thru!
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LARGE l-TOPPING ROUND PIZZAS ONLY

$5.99
ALL DAY! EVERYDAY!
TRY SOME OF OUR OTHER DELICIOUS MENU ITEMS!

CRAZY BREAD
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There is Nothing Sweet About the Younger Simpson's 'Bittersweet'
Pop singer's newest CD release
is full of cliched lyrics and
subpar vocal range that falls flat
By ROXANA HAOADI

COLLEGE PARK. Md. - How. exactly, does
Ashlec Simpson have a career? What kind of
amazing deal with the devil did she strike to
remain popular after the 'Saturday Night Live"
fiasco of 2004. or after the Orange Bowl debacle of 2005, or the Marie Claire hypocrisy of
2006?
She has somehow managed to remain on the
scene longer than she ever deserved, but she
certainly hasn't developed any more musical
talent - "Bittersweet World" is proof.

Simpson experimented with an '80s sound
on sophomore album "I Am Me." and that influence — guided by producers such as Timbaland
and The Neptunes - stuck around for "Bittersweet World," which includes a variety of ballads and pop-rock tracks.
Too bad most of them fail.
Simpson's voice — sometimes nasal, often
pushed past its very limited range — is inexcusably annoying on Bittersweet World and often
deteriorates into a buzzing drone.
Her songs seem to be self-affirmation of her
own egotistical greatness, "I know I'm hot stuff,"
she whines on "Hot Stuff"; an attack on haters,
"I've just begun to find my way," she proclaims
on "What I've Become," basically a musical middle finger to the paparazzi; or an experiment in
just how emo she can be, "Don't you see my black
tears?" she asks on"Kagdoll."
There are no surprises here — just one formulaic track after another.
The album begins with single "Outta My
Head," probably the only tolerable track on the

entire album - bul it's basically ,1 QwBB Stefwi
knock-off.
Over a very punch) h.iss line and keyboard
1 ill. Simpson sings (he disturbingly catchy hook
and chorus: "All I ever lieu is .i\ \,i \.i \.i \ 1
You're talking way too much/I can't even hi 11
me now/All Ibis noise is im ssint with my head/
You're in my head, get outta my head/Outta my,
outta my head."
On its own, the song is nothing SpecUI. H111
compared In the other Iracks mi this album, it's
utli-r sold. Al lent, it s lai better than the title
track, or "No Time for Tears." which goes absolutely nowhere, has no memorable lyrics and is
utterly forgettable.
And what's even more disappointing is s<nnc
HI

iheeetongtdefinite!) thou pionilie.

"Boys" is .1 nipei cheeky slice of pop rack,
and its nu (lie tame level "I MM M M.idonna's
earlier work. MpeotftUy with the amusing-buttrite lines, "Use your head, but not that one/
One-track mind, one-track mind, one-track
mind." But Ashlec can't seem to knock it out of

the park. Her vocals fall flat, and the long is 1
pale shadow of what it could have been in the
bands of better artists.
Similarly hn-hiim is "Never Dream Alone,"
the album's requisite ballad. The:songs slrippeddown quality (vocals, piano, strings) is appeal
ing. and even the lyrics aren't thai bad: "Kail
asleep with my hand on your heart/I won't l.t it
skip a beat."
However, the problem is again Simp-HI voice — her vocals sound stretched to their limit,
even though the song doesn't ask for anything
too range Intenfkve,
Overall, "Bittersweet World" is an album bin
dered by the shortcomings of its creator As .1 v.i
calist, Simpson just doesn't have what it takes to
make her songs shine. As a lyricist, she's prone
to cliches that belittle the messages she's trying
to send.
On one of the album's tracks, Simpson linp,
"They say I get away with murder" — and with
the subpar quality of "Bittersweet World," she
has.

Kung Fu Film Legends Come Together for 'Forbidden Kingdom'
Despite American twist, martial arts film pays homage to Chinese filmmaking style while providing quality entertainment
IT NATALIE A6RIU
The Mr f morn III (oMMtkul)

STORRS, Conn. - When the film genre of
"kung fu" comes to mind, two names automatically spring out like a whopping kick to the gut:
Jet Li and Jackie Chan. Though both have proven masters of the genre in martial arts choreography and skills, The Forbidden Kingdom" is
the first time in which these two living legends
meet on the silver screen. Full of laughs, thrills
and awesome kung fu, this film proves to be an
enjoyable ride for both general audiences and
kung fu die-hards alike.
Though the trailer would have it appear to
be a typical kung fu film in which evil forces
need the power of two kung fu masters to be defeated in ancient China, "Forbidden Kingdom'
both embraces the traditional plotlines of kung
fu and adds a whole new twist to the story.
The film is being marketed as a meeting of
kung fu legends, but the real plot of the film is a
surprise.
Beginning in Boston, the film introduces a

bumbling and awkward kung fu-obsessed teen
named Jason, played by Michael Angarano of
"Sky High." The audience then gets transported
into the mystical kung fu-centered world of ancient China after Jason buys a mystical staff from
a pawn shop owner (Jackie Chan, in his first of
two roles in the film).
Though it might seem hokey to have the film
have an American twist, taking away from the original Chinese filmmaking style, the film delimit K
tips its hat to the Chinese style of film — even filming scenes in China and having renowned kung fu
choreographer Yuen Wo Ping create breathtaking
fights between the two martial arts legends, Chan
and Li.
Throughout his journey in this strange world,
Jason encounters a band of warriors, including
a drunken fighter (Chan) who acts as a Chinese
kung fu version of Jack Sparrow, and a mysterious monk (Li). The chemistry between Li and
Chan is something that adds to the experience of
the film. As if in a buddy comedy, Chan and Li
both use their acting talents to balance out their
effectiveness as a duo. Chan, as a drunken master, plays for laughs while Li, a solemn monk,

pfOVM to be tin- straight man. knowing wht'ii to
get a task at hand done Along with an orphaned
girl, thi' motley crew aim to defeat the evil war
lord Jade (Collin Chou) and free the Monkey
King (Li).
The director of this film.
Rob Iftnkoff, nil an eye for
multi-layered slories ami visu
als as seen through his previous films, Stuart Little" and
Thr Uon King."
This film echoes Minkoffs
two other films in that he
knows when to use different
elements, such as humor, adventure, dialogue and kung fu
fights - to progress and tell a
fantastic story.
Although not perfect, this
film proves to be an experu'tue
and definitely worth watching,
at some point.
Watching Li and Chan fight
on the silver screen is an experience to treasure. On DVD.

you will stop and play those amazing flgbtl
sequences over and over again and admire the
fact that this film puts two ama/ing kung fu film
legends on the same screen.
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Speed Track
THIS SUMMER.
EARN UP TO 3 CREDITS
IN 3 WEEKS OR LESS

This is AACC.

<2i>
Friday 25th Special

Thurs, April 24th Only

l
Graduation Special

Buy One
FREE I $1.50 leKol
BLIZZARD

SMALL

off any size
BLIZZARD

DIP CONE
I

VMM Thuriday April 24
Port Rd Dairy Queen only
■
Must present coupon

I

Valid Friday April 25

Port Rd. Dairy Queen only
Muit
™« pratent
r1"" coupon
""T"

.,..:....-

Get one
FREE
Coupon eipirei May 3rd
Port Rd. Dairy Queen only
Hust present coupon

,«,««.«,..... «>««>d

At Anne Arundel Community College, we realize your summer months are
very important to you. That's why we're offering Speed Track. Courses that
you can complete in three weeks or less and earn up to three credits! Plus,
our credits are easy to transfer and those hard to schedule courses easier
to find! Call today and get on board with AACC's Speed Track!
Students First.

m Anne Arundtl Community College
CALL 410-777AACC AND ASK FOR SPEED TRACK.

ttttm
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MINI STOR IT U-STOR-IT

SUMMER STORAGE
Catering to
Students and Faculty
mm

TOUR

own slbMci

SMCI

•U-STORE-IT
•U-LOCK-IT
•U-KEEPTHEKEY

>.

i=M

Compare Rates and Facility
- Completely Fenced &
Well-Lit
- Fire Rated Buildings

24 Hour Security
Low Prices
Phone Answered 24 Hours
Office & Resident Manager

- Climate Control
Units Available

433-1234 I 433-STOR
190 E. Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg
(lust oft South Mjui Across From McDonalds and Klines)

Show vour JML
l.-U'jrd and receive
a discounted pnce

An Apple a Day...
Helps You Get an 'A'
Easy Tips for Staying Healthy During Final Exams Week
BTANNAYOUNG

In light of the upcoming exam week, here are some ideas to keep your immune system in
shape on those stressful days and super-late nights that are all too familiar at the end of the
semester.

Don't string yourself out on coffee or energy drinks.
A cup or can is tine in the morning, but if you drink caffeinated drinks throughout the day,
your body will soon crash and become dehydrated, leaving you feeling more drained than before. Instead, drink plenty of water.

Don't succumb to the sugar buzz.
Not eating high amounts of refined sugar will give
you stable energy levels all day. Eating several pieces
of fruit throughout the day will ensure that your body
is getting the energy it needs through natural sugars.

Boost yourself with herbs!

Dance
omp.iiiv

ruesdayfrOO 7:00
Monday
i i
(Wednesday
Mond ivVedni ■

Adv It.illi't * Rotate II

Modern Dance

Wednesday * in 'i in

Adv 'lot Tri'M Adult l.ip
Aclv l.ip I
Adv rap II

Monday 7 <K>
Ihui •..■.

H IH)

rhurtday • ,

Yerba Mate tea will energize you, and Echinacea, essential oils and other herbal supplements are natural
immune system enhancers. These will stave off
sleepiness and sickness — the natural way.

Taking extra vitamins once
a day wHI definitely help
your body stay in
tip-top shape.
B vitamins are key to your body's
metabolism, digestion and proper brain
function.

Protein and vegetables should be your best friend.
Your body needs these foods anyway, but it's especially important for you to get the antioxidants,
enzymes and minerals protein and veggies give you.

Hip Hop/Jazi
Ini i- en Aduh Hip

H.

rhursday
rhursday B ,

,

Wednesd.n 6 M) 1 10
lo'-sday 7 no 1 HO
i

Aclv Hip • i ,
./ i
Adv I .
Adv I yn» al I.I// Hi

Take small breaks from studying to get outside or just move around.
Running or getting some other physical activity for a short time will clear your mind and prepare
you for another study session. It is important to give your eyes a break from staring at your computer
screen or textbook all day.

Musical Stage

Adv Mush .ii Stage II
Adv

MUM,

rhui day 63
fuesday 8:00-9:00

al M.i |,' III

An Easy 6-block walk from campus!
115 S. Main St.

540.433.7127

Get some sleep already!
Staying up that extra hour to cram for an exam is not worth the precious sleep your body needs
to reboot itself. You might not know a question or two on the test, but you can certainly answer all
the others with an alert mind.

Oba^lousePxirtyl
^i;<*°^(9

diuhe.9
F°°°4:3opin'

Thursday, April 24th
4:00pm to 6:00pm
Located On Lucy Drive, Across From Gold's Gym

For More Information Visit
r

UJWUJ .CJiav /e5-toi^ToiuL>\e5 .co*]

Lease NOW For Fall 2008!
42" Plasma Television Furnished In Each Unit*
Furniture Package Available
C OI DW II I
liANKI R

COMMERCIAI
FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

715

RopuMk Road
iihuir Y\ Q801

I'UII

540-434-5150 €t

4 Bedrooms
4''' Baths
2 Laundry Rooms
Granite Countertops
Private Deck
Pool
Fitness Facility
1t/l Blocks From Campus

y^^/
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Get your Moving Boxes Here,
^

MAGNUM ShipCenter

Not sure how many boxes you need?
You can pack here at our 15,000 sq. ft. facility.
Free Snacks and Drink
X

1
i

College Moving Pack
Includes:

>3

in
H
sheet;

cosico •

1,

2 WARDROBE BOXES (21 "X 18"X 34")
-4 LARGE BOXES (18"X 18"X 24")
-4 MEDIUM BOXES (18"X14"X 12")

-4
-2

NFl 1 A. i

WE CAN SHIP YOUR BOXES HOME
FOR YOU.

SMALL BOXES (16"x 14"x 10")
FILE BOXES (15"X12"X 10")

-1 DISH B0X(18"X18'X28")
-1 POSTERTUBE(3"X28")
- 12"X 10' BUBBLE WRAP
- 1 JUMBO MARKER
- 1 ROLL OF PACKING TAPE WITH DISPENSER
ONLY

$85.99 WITH YOUR JAC
(A $150 value)

CARD

FEDEX. UPS. USPS.

593 University Blvd Suite D
8-5:30 Mon-Fri
10-2 Sat

540.433.4714

individual boxes available too.
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www.magnumbiz.com
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Due to the difficulty of the Crossword Puzzles, we've decided to give your brains a break as
classes come to an end and exam week approaches. We've provided two Sudokus with different
levels of difficulty. You can choose to take an easier route and do the one with two stars, or
challenge yourself by tackling the one with four.
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brainfreezepuzzles.com

brainfreezepuzzles.com

Rules: Fill in the grid so that each row, column, Rules: Fill in the grid so that each row, column;
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once.
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once.
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game
andiriiuch more.
^ake the^yirtual tour online at www.sunchase.net'today!
Contact us for more information

(540) 442-4800
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p. 3: Graduation Map
p. 4: "The Best is Yet to Come,"
a column by senior Kathryn
Manning
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The Breeze Graduation Guide is meant to
recognize seniors and allow them a chance to reflect on
their JMU experiences. It serves as a way to remember
accomplishments and important events that took place over
their time here. The guide also serves as an aid for family
and friends of graduates to locate various ceremonies
and gives directions for finding their way around
campus. Lastly, it provides an opportunity for families to
acknowledge their child's achievements.

at Massanutten WaterPark
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JMU Graduation Locations
Graduation
d
Leremo/Q/?
All Programs Begin at 11:30 A.M.^/ ^J

College of Integrated Science 6 Technology
College of Science & Mathmatics

College of Business -Convection Center
College of Education-Godwin Hall
College of Science ft Mathmatics-Wilson Hall
College of Integrated Science ft TechnologyGodwin Hall ft Convection Center
College of Visual ft Performing Arts-Wilson Hall
College of Arts ft Letters-Godwin Hall

College of Visual 6 Performing Arts
grcphk by BROOKE HOllAIAUCH/ft. Inm
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The Best is Yet to Come
College days should be remembered but not idolized
I'm doing something most college students would not understand: I'm graduating
college a year early. Hut's right - I'm exchanging D-Hall buffets and Mom and Dad's
tuition money for frozen meals and credit
card bills. Though this may baffle many of
my peers, I've come to realize that the best
years of our lives are not restricted to our four
years of college craziness.
Every kid fantasizes about the college experience. I was no exception; when I was six
years old, I saw my first JMU football game
and walked through my mom's old dorm,
Converse Hall. It was then that I decided I
would be a Duke one day. More than 10 years
later. I found myself moving onto campus
and fulfilling my educational dreams. Now,
only three short years later, my time at JMU
has already come to a close. But that doesn't
have to be a sad thing.
Too often, we buy into the myth that our
college years are the best ones of our lives.
This is not to say, of course, that we shouldn't
treasure these times and milk them for all
that they're worth. College is basically the
only time in our life when we can enjoy the
freedom of adulthood without many of its
responsibilities.
Ill admit that part of me is a little sad
about heading out of Harrisonburg and into
the "real world," but for the most part I'm
excited. I'm about to embark on a new jour-

ney, as is everyone else who's graduating and
moving on with life. It's tempting to mourn
the days gone by — rooming with friends,
making late-night runs to IHOP, dressing the
James Madison statue in funny outfits and
lounging on the Quad — but let's not forget
everything we have ahead of us.
Many of us are on the path to excellent
careers, where well be able to apply the skills
we've learned in the classroom to real-life
scenarios. Finally, we will understand why we
pulled so many all-nighters! Others of us, myself included, are embarking on the adventure
of marriage. We're moving into a world where
we must learn to love, cherish and sacrifice for
another human being; such an adventure will
be trying, challenging and incredibly rewarding — even more so than acing a test!
It's tempting to idolize our years in college, but we must understand that life is a
continuum.
As five year olds, few things brought us
more enjoyment than playing dress-up or
"superheroes."
In middle school, we loved hanging out at
the skating rink or the movie theater.
In high school, we couldn't wait for Friday night football games to cheer on the team
and catch up with our friends.
Those things brought us immense joy as
we were experiencing them, but totlay veryfew of us would actually want to revert back

to those times.
Most of us would agree that days gone
by are sweetly nostalgic, but we're happier living in the present than in the past.
Twenty oc 30 years down the road — when
we're surrounded by children of our own,
starting our own companies or simply using
our God-given talents to make the world a
better place — I'm sure well feel the same
way about college.
It's important to keep this "college experience" in perspective. These three, four or
five years of our lives do not exist in a vacuum; rather, they greatly shape our futures
and reflect our pasts. We need to respect the
impact that college has on our lives and act
accordingly.
So instead of focusing attention on mastering keg-stands, why not use this time to
develop your skills, your beliefs and your
identity? Take up a new hobby, join clubs,

devote time to your school work and discover
who your Creator intended for you to be. Use
this freedom not for slacking but for some
soul searching. Mom and Dad aren't here to
tell you what do to, but they're also not here
to tell you who you are. College is a great rime
to find out for yourself.
As my final column - and final year - at
James Madison comes to a close, I reflect
on three years of wonderful friends, great
memories and plenty of personal growth.
My days spent at JMU have been taxing and
gratifying, ordinary and unforgettable, and I
have no doubt that the rest of my life will be
the same way. God has great plans for each
and every Duke; I can't wait to see how we all
change the world. If we think our few short
years of college are "the best years of our
lives," we ain't seen nothin' yet!
Kathryn Manning is a senior history and
political science major.
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^1-87 7-348-3759 J

The Newest Mexican Restaurant in Town!
ogitg

PUEBLO GRANDE

' MEXICAN
GRILL

,\v»vAibteCuring .n«»C«r» Out Av.ll.bl.

Specials No 1-15
$3-99 Loach Menu
Any Combination Dinner
Buy 1 Get 2nd 1/2 OFF

Coning Soon: College Night in our Party ROOD

Every Thursday Night!

2455 S. Miin St. - H'burg • 540.437.9919 - FAX 437.9924
Mon.-Thur 11-10 PM, Fri. 11-11 PM
Sat 11-10 PM, Sun. 11-9PM
rkek on ou KM it r«,ii.*c(>,(.«i
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Come Join Us For
Cinco De Mayo week
Specials all week!
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IYEVMPAGE
tontribuhng writer
Hearts beating fast, two freshman women stood
shaking on the steps leading up to Wilson Hall, mustering up enough courage to do the unthinkable. Having
tottered back to the Quad in stilettos from a Thursday
night outing, they decided to make a detour and take a
shot at The List.
Spurred by the excitement of the verboten and
undeterred by the possibility of incarceration, the
young women looked over the dark and lengthy Quad
and silently prayed this would work. They stripped
off their party tops and tight jeans underneath the
glare of halogen lamps, took deep breaths and began
to sprint.
Having been passed down from class to class by
word of mouth for an unknown period of time, The List
ranges from the scandalous and provacative to the romantically innocent. Some students have even risked
possible university sanctions to accomplish the tasks
on The List.

4.

1.

Having sex in the stacks of
Carrier Library was accomplished by a
19-year-old sophomore who preferred
to remain anonymous.
"We had made out in the stacks before and
figured out what we thought the best way would
be to have sex - which basically is finding a floor
without anyone on it, closing the doors and doing it in one of the study carols," she said.
The sophomore recommended the top
floor of the library since people rarely venture
up that far, although she said she does not
recommend having a sex-capade while studying for finals.
"I think more than anything it just made us
want more, because we ended up leaving
the library and just having more sex."
With the new library near ISAT
opening this spring, this gives students a lot more stacks behind
which they can accomplish task
number four.

Streaking JMlTs Quad is one of 10 items on
an unofficial and unwritten list of tasks undergraduates try to complete before they graduate.
"We knew it was on The List and thought it would be cool
if we could say that we actually streaked the Quad," said
junior Elyse Bodamer. "It felt so good to do it because I
proved to myself that I could be daring."

2.

i o A 21-year-old junior, who said he did not want to be named,
described swimming across Newman Lake with his freshman dormmates.
"When we actually realized that we were going to do it we thought we should
practice swimming beforehand, so we went to the UREC pool several times so we
wouldn't cramp up in the middle of our journey," he said. "Several of our friends
came out to support us, and actually one of our friends was a lifeguard and [they]
went and waited for us at Greek Row so we wouldn't die."
"Cold and surprisingly shallow," is how the one of the friends described their
swim. "The bottom is a couple inches of disgusting mud. It's a lot longer of a swim
than it looks. We swam from Shorts [Hall] to Greek Row," he said.

3.

* u Locate the tunnels underneath the Quad. "I thought it was
an urban legend," said junior Elizabeth Berke. "A myth they tell freshmen to try and see if they will actually try and find the tunnels.''
Junior Mike D'Amico went searching for the tunnels last year to dispel the
rumors.
"I entered through the door near the air conditioning units right next to Ashby
[Hall]," he said. "You have to climb down over the railing into the 'pit' where the
actual air conditioning units are and there is a door that leads into a maintenance
room, and in the back of the room there is another opening to gain access to the
tunnels."
He described the tunnels as being dirt-covered and very warm because of the
hot water pipes that run along the ceilings.
There are old desks and chairs covered in dust scattered about the length of the
tunnel, and there are indeed lights that illuminate it fairly well at one end."

HOME

GOH 1331D15
I I IOaQ3HiS

VISITMS

.5.

Climb up the Bridgeforth
Stadium scoreboard. "I did it because
I was s—faced off of Everclear with my
friend from home and thought it was a
good idea, which it turned out to be,"
said junior Phil Turner.
"It was awesome from up top," he said. The view was
amazing and I felt like a badass. Then some guys came out
of the power plant and said they wouldn't call the cops if we
got down."
»• WOK, nil'
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A Kebab#Grille

emu

A Mcdiirrranrai ■ Mid-EaMern luiion Grille

CATERING AVAILABLE

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE

FJRETOP

(540)433-1177

BAR

Dining & Takeout
Phone: (540) 437 4832/4834
219 Burgess Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(next to Qdoba)
Don't hove o reservation and looking (or a

| Non-Vegelorian/

IOpen Everyday
from

11AM

-

9PM

Authentic chicken.Lwul,
lamb.tmd steak Kebabs

SPECIAL
GRADUATION HOURS
10AM

-

2AM

Lunch and Dinner
Specials
Minor

EASTERN FOOD

CHI fir RuirvitlHs

Lunch:
Monday-Soturday 11:00 a.m. ■ 2:30 p.m.
Dinner:
Monday Saturday 5:00 p.m. 9:30 p.m.

Congraty
Clate>of 20081

SATURDAY

SfECIAI IZINU IN

91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

'Dine in or Carry out"

&.

FRIDAY

Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

Great Place to Eat
Fresh homemade pitas
Whole wheat available

Specializing in

& GRILL

640-801-1884
540-580-1405
A< ross Irom Rnrklnwn
1971 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

30 S. Main St.
Next To Jess'Quick lunch

433-3366
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12-6

AH TOBAC<

ITALIAN 5I5TKO
15 minutes East on Rt. 33 in McGaheysville
Ca\\ (540) 289-5770 for
reservations or directions
Check out our menu at romanositalianbistro.coml
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Let Heavenly Ham help you
celebrate the event of a life time.
Meat, Sandwich, Fruit &■ Veggie
Platters for any size party.
It's from Heavenly Ham
so you know it's fresh!

v^
Expires 5/17/08
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15% OFF
All Party
Platters
1«2 Neff Ave Harrisonburg, VA 22S01
434-S70O Fax434-S011 www.heavenlyham.com/va
Directly behind the Valley Mall, on the
corner of Neff and the Access Road

Visit the JMU Bookstore for all of
your graduation needs!
• caps and gowns
• diploma frames
• gifts to thank Mom and Dad

JAMES
MADISON
UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE

Ollett'com
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'/ o Make out on the Kissing Rock located on the Quad. The
large piece of limestone was unearthed in the 1920s during the preconstruction of Alumnae Hall; however, it was too expensive to
remove, so JMU decided to leave the rock intact, according to the
JMU Centennial Celebration Web site.
"In the institution's early years, the female students were not allowed to be
seen in the company of young men without a dorm mother present." explained
DM site, "So they would have the time and privacy to kba goixlnight. a couple
would hide behind the big rock and make out. The legend expanded to include
the prediction that the person you kiss at [the) Kissing Rock will be the person
you marry. There are no statistics on the prediction's accuracy, or lack therm!'."
However, the myth rings true for alumna Ashley Templeton, class of'07,
whose husband Casey, class of'06. proposed to bet at the Kissing Rock. AshIcy explained that Casey lad her to campus one evening, saying he bad to tin 11
in a paper before they went out to dinner. He then suggested they sit on the
Rock and look at the lit Christmas tree. White lights draped across the Rock
turned on as soon as thev kissed. Ashley then said that JHlTa a capella group
l.vit :;.|5 emerged and started singing to the couple. Friends of the COUpU
appeared from behind the Kissing Rock and at that point, she says, "He got
down on one knee and proposed."

1L

o Watch the sunset
from 1SAT is pretty much
the easiest task that can be
accomplished on The list.

HARRISONBURG - ROCKINGHAM

Chamber of Commerce

CONGRATULATIONS...

Kacie Morgan & Graduating
Class of
www.hrthamhcr.ortt

(I
o Perform a flip on the "drunk bus." This stunt was
performed by junior Didier Rusangiza his freshman year.
"Doing the bus flip made me feel silly and was just something that
added to the fun of the night," he said "It's on the list because it's one
of those silly things thai yon will remember and talk about with your
friends when you're long gone from this wonderful place called JMU.
Plus, it's just fun."

JL ^KJ/ o Finding a way to get into the Wilson Hall cupola takes the final spot
on The ist. Senior Ryan Sharp has never been inside the cupola, but provided Information he
attained about finding the entrance.
In the men's flrat floor bathroom, there's a window," said Sharp. "When you open the window there's this
little spa,, like between the buildings; it's sort of weird, and there's a ladder there that goes to the roof."
However, explorers must be warned - the cupola was locked about three years ago and a security camera was
installed, so it is in students' best interests to not attempt this task.

re?
1±V

Phone 540 434 >x"2
I. ni.nl: lnrormation9hrchamber.org

' 1* Spill your tray at 11 11 a 11 by accident or on purpose. Senior
Nathaniel Banister still remembers the day he spilled his tray at D11.ill freshman year.
"I kind of slipped on a greased-up area, spilling my tomato soup everywhere, both on the ground and on people, not even noticing the giant bright
yellow Wet Floor' sign to begin with," he said.
"let's just say the crowd completely dispersed, leaving a large circle with
me as the non-approving center of attention," said Banister. "I didn't really
know what to do. but some of the football players started slow-clapping until
all of D-Hall was applauding my 'grace.'"
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Specializing /n.Catonese,
Szechuan, and Mandarin Cuisine

LIMIMIWETODAY
We Always Use the Freshest Ingredients!
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Head of the class.

Graduation to 'Purple Out'
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Commencement ceremonies will embed new
traditions specifically for 2008 Centennial class
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Celebrate your accomplishments with
a cake from Cold Stone Creamery!

*3<DFF
any signature cake

Mine™ size

(excludes petite cakes)

with cake purchase
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245 Burgess Road • Harrtsonburg • (540) 432-0677
Harriaonburg Croaalng Shopping Center (WalMart center)
wvvw.coWstonecrearnery com • Now on GoLookOn.com!
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Centennial commencement on Saturday, May 3 will be a sea of purple and
gold, as JMU has implemented purple graduation gowns to celebrate turning
100 years old.
The purple gowns are a change from the basic black ones that most colleges
and universities choose, and will be yet another way to show school spirit.
Needing gold shoes to match is not required, according to Bill Wilson, director of Madison Institutes.
"It is purely student initiative," Wilson said. "Students are welcome to do
it or not."
Ladies were asked to buy gold shoes and men were asked to spray paint
their shoes gold.
Along with celebrating the Centennial, this year's graduation will also mark
another milestone in JMU history.
"Last year we had our 100,000th degree given
out," Wilson said. "This year we will have our
100,000th graduate."
The reason that there have been 100,000
degrees and not 100,000
graduates is because some of the degrees were
master's degrees.
"It's not like the grocery store where you have
the 1,000th customer," Wilson said. "We won't give
a prize or anything, we just know it's happening so it's fitting that it's on Centennial."
Thomas Dingledine, the 2008
Commencement speaker, has a history dating back generations of family
members that attended JMU.
The speaker is a part of the
history of the university, and it's
appropriate," Wilson said.
Students can purchase a
DVD of the ceremony for $35,
but need to allow four to six
weeks for delivery. Students
are aLso welcome to join
Madison (trill for a graduation dinner on May 3
from 12:30 p.m. to 3
p.m.
The
Commencement ceremony where all
JMU
students
graduate together begins at 8:30 a.m.
Students will then travel toward their
respective ceremonies on campus to be
recognized by each college. There are no
lunch breaks but snacks will be provided
in between the main ceremony and the
college ceremonies.
See to page three for a map of where
each college is graduating on campus.
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When reminiscing about JMU, Alpha Spitzer, graduate of the
class of 1937, said, "JMU is not just an institute of higher learning,
but it is a spirit, it is an atmosphere, it is...a way of life I am glad to
say that 1 have lived."
This year, JMU waves goodbye to another class of Dukes and
gets ready to welcome a new one. This special class of Centennial
students experienced JMU to its fullest, from cheering on a National
Championship football team to witnessing the campus grow in size
and physical appearance.
The Class of 2008 experienced JMU as no other class could experience it. They are the Centennial Class, celebrating 100 years of
JMU excellence in developing and enlightening citizens to lead productive and successful lives.
No matter where each graduate's career path may take him or
her, each member of the Centennial Class will always share that
common bond of bleeding purple and gold, love of the Duke Dog,
and most importantly, he or she will always be a Duke.
As graduation nears, seniors have taken time to reflect on their
JMU experience and what it means to be a Duke. With the experience gained at JMU, each graduating member is getting ready to create his or her own path in the world.
Bekah Reiter, a political science major who is going to earn her
master's degree in Florence, said she is going to miss the friendly
atmosphere JMU provides.
The people," she said. "Being able to walk by somebody and
smile and say 'hi.' The people who open doors for you randomly.
That's what I am going to miss most."
Emily Caligiuri,
an
international
affairs major who is
going to work in DC for a
year and then attend graduB ate school, said she is go1 ing to miss the whole JMU
I package.
"I'm just going to miss

this whole atmosphere," she said. "I love the experiences I have
had, classes I have taken and the traveling I have done. But collectively as a whole, I am going to miss JMU."
Biology major Robert Burden said, "I'm going to miss the lifestyle of being in school and everyone being around."
While some seniors are going to miss the friendly JMU atmosphere and college life, others remarked on how their experience at
JMU has allowed them to grow.
Lee Brooks, political science and history major, spoke of how
much he has changed as a person over his four years at JMU.
The person I was when I came to JMU was a much different
person than when I will leave JMU," he said. "I am much more enriched and a better person because of my experiences here."
Not only have students developed personally, they have realized
what type of impact they have on others.
"JMU provided me with the ultimate college experience," said
s.M Ali major Kirsten McGlone. "I will sincerely miss the energy
here at JMU and the feeling you get when you walk through campus...I've learned the power of a kind greeting, the impact we have
on one another's experiences and so many other life lessons that
have prepared me for any situation I may find myself in beyond my
college career."
McGlone will be working in Malawi, Africa to do AIDS education and programs to teach Africans how to deal with many challenging issuesEven the crazy experiences of roommates, friends and the JMU
atmosphere will never be forgotten.
"(I will miss) my roommate coming into the house every day
and yelling, 'HEYYY,'" said communications studies major Lindsay
Dowd.
Every member of the Centennial graduating class is bound to
have a story that makes his or her JMU experience unique and
memorable. Through those experiences, this class has become a
class of spirit-filled Dukes ready to take on any challenge that life
may throw at them.
Phillip Carron, a biology major with a pre-med concentration,
reminisced about his experience at JMU and came up with this
piece of advice for future graduates.
Take time for yourself; be involved, but don't forget why you
do things."

tfc

...I've learned the power of a kind
greeting, the impact we have on one
another's experiences and so many
other life lessons.
- KIRSTF. N MCGLONE
SMAOIMJO-
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JMU

Graduation Buffet
Saturday Maj Ird I 7pm $17.95
JM's Apartments

Hillmont Apartments

Mixture ol Spring Green w Dressings
London Broil w Stone Ground Mustard Demi Glaze
Grille I cken Breast w 5c>j Maple Sauce
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Little Grill Collective
o2l North Main Ptree.t
HarriSonburg. VA ZZ'<OZ
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ACROSS FROM OUTBACK STKAKIIOL SF.
BRAKES HrMtST. tWDHTORS
mRrtamnurnixmcEsmTa.
SUSHXKK WEtLNJGSHim 60.15 HOStS

twiAmrnxmum:

Very Student Friendly
$5.00 off ANY Service
(I port PrtMMliM *»l Coupon)

* Serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner
* Daily Specials
Delicious and nutritious homema I
meals at an affordable price
* Large vegetarian and vegan menu
J^

F

j<< Local meats and produce
* Open stage every thursday at

50pm i

* Live music every weekend, check our!
website
www littlegrillcoUective. Com
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JMU's Top
Graduating Athletes
Tamera Young
Tamera Young was drafted eighth overall in the WNBA
Draft earlier this month, but before she became JMU's first
ever WNBA selection, she rewrote the JMU record books.
She received an Ail-American honorable mention and was
named CAA Player of the Year for her efforts in 2007-08.
She set the school record for points in a season (693) and
the single-season scoring average with 20.4 points per
game.
In her career at JMU she set a school and CAA record
for points with 2,121, while finishing second in school and
Colonial Athletic Association history in career rebounds,
behind Meredith Alexis, who played at JMU from 200307. Young also set the school record in career steals (275),
career starts (125), and career scoring average (16.7). In
2008, she led the Dukes deep into the Women's National
Invitation Tournament, beating Radford and Indiana before losing to Kentucky in the third round.

Tony LeZotte

I«Mro Young m Ike first JMU ptoyer ever token in the WNI* Draft.

Free safety Tony LeZotte was a captain each of his last
three seasons at JMU. earning a spot on the All-America
first or second team all four years. JMU coach Mickey
Matthews called LeZotte the best defender he has ever
coached.
In his career at JMU. LeZotte started every game, playing 50 straight and not missing one. He had 216 solo tackles .HHI seven interceptions, along with 416 total tackles
like John Baranowsky, LeZotte also hopes for a spot in
professional football following graduation. He did not participate in JMlTs Pro Day due to an injured hamstring. However,
he is rated 27 out of 135 free safeties on njldrqftsctntt.ctmi

Tony ieZotte iwvtf nrnstd 0 jorra for the Duk«, storting SO gomts

LC. Baker

Annie Wagner

Allyson Halls

In 2007 a strained hamstring slowed LC Baker for much
of the season. Ttw 5-foot-7 receiver played only nine games,
but still caught 28 passes for 397 yards and three touchdowns,
averaging 14.2 yards per reception.
Baker was one of only a handful of JMU players left over
from the National Championship football team in 2004, and
he played substantially that year. That experience helped Bilker become a great leader on and off the field. In his career, he
caught 108 passes for 1,440 yards and 13 touchdowns. Baker
was also a threat on the ground later in his career, rushing for
112 yards and a touchdown on just seven carries in 2007.

Attacker Annie Wagner teamed with senior attacker
Julie Stone to be one of the most dangerous duos in Colonial Athletic Association lacrosse this season. Wagner leads
JMU with 31 goals and 51 shots on goal in 2008, and has
also recorded six assists and 37 total points
In her career. Wagner has scored 131 total goals and has
13 assists She spent her freshman and sophomore years at
Johns Hopkins, where she led the team in goals, points and
free-position goals in 2006. Last year at JMU she scored 59
goals while shooting 59.6 percent and was named the CAA
Player of the Year.

Middle blocker Allyson Halls finished her career third
all-time in JMU volleyball history with 1,305 kills. As a senior she was named First-Team All-CAA and led the Colonial Athletic Association with 5.42 points per game. She
finished fourth in the conference with 1.15 blocks per game,
a mark that also ranks seventh in JMU history.
In 362 games at JMU, Halls had 1,586 points, 332 digs,
16 assists and only 219 errors with a career 24.2 hitting
percentage As a freshman in 2004 she earned the CAA
Commissioner's Academic Award, while also being named
to the CAA first team her junior year.

Dena Spickard

Annie Lowry

John Baranowsky

Dena Spickard was the CAA's Runner of the Year in
2006 after finishing first in the conference championships.
This year, she earned an impressive seventh place finish,
earning all-conference honors for the second time in as
many years.
Spickard finished her career at JMU with numerous
impressive personal record times of 21:08 in the 6,000meter run, 17:31 in the 5,000,9:48 in the 3,000,4:54 in
the 1,500 and 37:06 in the 10,000. As track season has
not yet concluded. Spickard can still improve on those
times.

The 6-foot-i midfielder finished her career in JMU
women's soccer history third in game-winning goals with
12 all-time at Madison, tied for sixth in total goals with 28,
sixth in points with 74. and tied for twelfth in assists with
16. Lowry was a four-year starter and earned many accolades as a Duke.
She earned the JMU Athletic Director Scholar Athlete
Award for the 2006-07 academic year. In 2007 Lowry was
named to the National Soccer Coaches Association of America
All-America first team, and made the CAA all-conference first
team while leading her team in goals and game-winners.

JMU football coach Mickey Matthews called defensive
end John Baranowsky one of the best defensive lineman
in the Football Championship Subdivision during the 2007
season. Baranowsky only played at JMU for two seasons
after transferring from the University of Connecticut in
2006, but he made an immediate impact.
At 6-foot-3, 290 pounds, Baranowsky was instrumental in plugging up the line of scrimmage for JMU. At JMU's
2008 Pro Day, Baranowsky arguably had the best showing
of any athlete participating He hopes to play football professionally after graduation, whether in the NFI. or elsewhere.
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TEMPORARIESNOW
Weplace people first

GASKINS I

search
group

The Permanent Placement Experts

Now Hiring
10% DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT ID
WE NOW ACCEPT
JAC CARDS!

JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS

For Jobs ONLY in the Northern Virginia
Suburbs of Washington, DC

We have Perm, Temp-to-Perm
and Temporary positions for:
Customer Service w/Secret Clearance
Administrative Assistants
Executive Assistants
DeskTop Publishers
Security Processors
Data Entry Experts
Graphics Experts
Receptionists
Clerks

CALL 564-0477
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

Please send your resume as a MS Word attachment, put
"JMU" in the Subject Line & your first available
work date in the body of the email & send to:
Results@TemporariesNow.com
Northern Virginia's Premier Permanent
Temporary Placement Experts
7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300. Annandale, VA 22003
EOEMFVH
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*t Graduation Guide Messages
From Family & Friends

(Brent £$l evens

frlan y/Cajer U&ezet

Congratulations, Brefltl
We are all «o proud of you! I».id il tool
Love, Mom, Clark and I uke

Al The Pal,
Go confident!) in tin- direction
of your dreams!
Congratulations on .1 job well done.
We Love You,
Mom. I ).)d, Andrew and Menu

^

VSeian &ltristopltei- Oemple
Brian Temple
We're so proud of you!
Congrats lo you and your friends on your graduation
Love, Mom. l)jd. z«c, l n. & Nathan

(XXV H N »)

(JSrian (Hell

Congratulation1*"

CongratuUUonsI We re so proud of you
Your perseverance and determination were
awesome. We love you very mu> h.
Love, Mom .ind I )ad

We jr.' so vim PROUD Ol voui
Our college graduate!
We love you very much1
Moill, Dad. Audrey d K\ It

AO Sisters

L/aie Cjfuenhiii'if

Your sisters in Alpha I'hi
congratulate you on
graduation and thank you (ox
viuir amazing contributions
to the Thet.i Iota ( hapter.

w -%
•b

1 rMigratuJations< ate!
\vi Rl SO PROUD OFYOUI
Love and 1 lugs.

Looking towards an exciting
future, always remember:

Dad, Mom, and Matt

/IM/AM HOI...

Congrats Grad!
We eir*? bursting with pride- on JII
you hj\c anomplished, MJPJJ'
You are truly amazing!
1 ove. Mom & Dad xoxoxoxoxo

Odranden Cichel
Congratulations Brandon Blcfcel, here's to your
many future successes. Go Dukes!
Love and r.od Bless You,
Dad, Mom, and Kyan

©krislina

ftajaro

Graduation c:ongralulalions!!!
We are so proud of you!
ham your iavoffl> siUrr, Living iTothrr, proud Mom Jlld broke Dad.
Low. Mom,l>*l. Lb & Stephen

C lizahpfh
/( or lirtiler
Congratulations! We are so proud of vou.
Discover your dreams.
Love,
Dad and Susan

Congrats Grad!
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l. mil 11 QJi
Congratulations to our wonderful daughter!-From your loving family.

4="!

Love from Mom. Dad and Ian

Jennifer cJxesi
We are so proud of you and
your accomplishments!
Keep smiling and you will go far.

C rin & a seif (Kileif

Congrats Grad!

We're proud of you!

n?&j-

Love, Mom, Dad, Ben and Drew
BONNE CHANCE

C van xJijson
Evan,
After hundreds of daily adventures
and late night conversationsAfter taking thousands of pictures..
We've made a million memories
in 4 amazing years!

\JHi
M Pi Jl

We all love you very much!
Congratulations,
Mom, Dad, Laura & Caitlvn

jtenntj Jjarsen
M.
Jenny Larson
Always up for adventure!

Congratulations!
All our love,
Dad, Mom, Cram Deegan,

I.ove, Sarah

Congratulation* Griff!
We're so proud of your success!
Work Hard, Dream Big & Be Happy!
Love, Mom, Dad, Kelsev, Daniel, & Kerry

Cirammie and Pop

jennu Jlar sen
Your future is blossoming
with the scent of 1,000 orchids.
May your foot steps
along the way feel like

enna
We can't begin to express
how proud we are
of your accomplishments...
Always follow your dream
Keep smiling.
Love,
Mom & Dad

you are walking on pillows
< ongratulations!
Love, Bryce

VcUn-AvUel (JM) 0l9*<L
( ongratulations on making it to the finish line in 4!
Your higtfeM (JIT-'
! live Mom & Megan

*l
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$*sepk
6sep (fceltle 1) timer
l

■ f\el self

/iartou'llash

Congratulations Kels!
You've worked so hard and achieved so much!!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Zack

The spark that was ignited by St.
Bridget's only flickered, but "it never
gave up." Patrick Henry H.S. tanned the
flames, lames Madison University has
handed you the torch of higher
education. You have proven The Bard

. Aris/ni

(Ducciaronm

We are extremely proud of all you have
accomplished at fames Madison!
We Love You,
Mom, Dad and Reg

correct: "Adversity doth best discover
virtue." All of your family is very proud
of you and your accomplishments.

Best wishes and DEO GRATIS!

cJxrislin xlhfuh
Dearest Kristin Wistin,
With love and joy we celebrate you
and your accomplishments today.
Love always forever. Mom, Dad, Brian

cJxrisiin jlLiller
still c.x.l Kate!
You are BO awesome!
We are so excited and happy tor you!
Irie-Mon!
Love You Forv> ei'
Your Family - The Vlcl ttzzles

■ Katie Jsiu>eu>arc*nl
I hi-, is the proudest day Ol our lives'
Congratulations JMU Graduate!
Love and Happiness Always,
Mom, Dad, Scott U Toby

(Jxellu C/iwens
Congratulation-." We arc M proud of you.
Keep following jroui df<

We are BO very proud ol you!
('■(Hid luck at IVnn Slate Lam School!
Love, Mom & Dad
l lance like nobody Bees you)

cJxrqstlt (j\.6ach
You did It
We arc M proud ol you!!
( ongrats
To Our Wondcriul 1 laughter.

•
Love Mom & Pad
JMU Football Manager 2IM)3-2(H>b

I ovt. Mom. Dad & Karen

LVaPl I itf -" JB
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Congrats Grad!

Diploma - $100,000
4 yrs of parly money - $25,000

Watching you graduate - Priceless!
We Love You!
Mom (, Dad

y/Cegan -Han*

Congrats Grad!

We are very proud of you and wish you
all the success in the future.
Love,

r&

Mom, Dad Jt Jay-Jay

Maura 'ftnnm /flale nmu

/iLtgnan jJatrick

I'hr tassel is worth the hassle!
Congratulations. We are proud of you!

Congratulations! Good luck at Georgetown.
Reach for your dreams!
With love b pride.
Dad, Mom, Katie. Christina, Elizabeth It Billy

Love, Mom. Dad & Lisa

JLinosaif

jJarleif

The road ahead
is filled with opportunity.
lake all you have learned and
reach for the stars.
We are so proud of you!

TLicUas O'fyrah

Patrick Slinnell
Congratulations on your graduation!!
We are very proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Drew, lela. and James

111

mer
aura
We are proud of your accomplishments, hut more
proud of whom you are as people. Consider this:
"Class has nothing to do with inonev. it is Belt discipline and
sell-knowledge. It's the surelootedness that comes with havin|
proved you can meet lite." Ann Landers.
You have done just that. Love, Mups At Daddy

Decknick
You continue to amaze us!
leading, learning, and
having fun doing it all.
We're very proud of you!

yftarij

Congrats Grad!

Congratulations Nick
and the rest of "the bag"

Mom and Dad

I.ove Dad, Mom, Meghan,
(ennifer & Dave

Mi,a & £

^

{[-ranees ( zarshj

Mom, Dad,
Big Hro John, l.il Sis Krisli

Congratulations

to the editor in chief.
We're so proud of you.
trCosanne florin
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Beth

Muinn. we rouldn't he prouder of all vour
a< * omplishments! You're amj/in^!
Congratulation'/
Much love from MOM, DAD fc KK'MAKD

